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Happy Birthday, Gusl

'Born in a snow-swamped log
cabin in Minnesota of poor par-
ents. Educated in the school of
hard Inocks. A hard-muscled lum-
berjack at the age of 16. A Navy
machinistt mate who inspired his
fellows to ever greater efforb
against the ]apanese in World
War II. A simple man whose two
children are his pride and joy. A
roaring, laughing man who is at
home on the baseball diamond as
well as in the union hall. A man
to bend elbows with at the corner
bar."

That is how a New York Tirnes writer once described Gus Hall,
whose sixtieth birthday is being celebrated this month. But that only
begins to tell the story. His full stature emerges only in the light
of his outstanding role as a Communist, as a leader of the Communist
Party of the United States and, since December 1959, its geneal
secretary.

Since his early youth Gus Hallt life has been single-mindedly de-
voted to the struggles of the working people of our country. Through-
out all these years he has stood in the forefront of the workers'
battles for economic advancement, of the ffght for Black liberation,
of the struggles for peace and socialism. It was in these struggles that
his great talents as a leader of the working class and the American
people matured and flowered. It was in the course of these struggles
that he gained preeminence as a Marxist-Leninist and achieved the
standing of one of the foremost leaders of the Communist movemen!
not only in this country but on a world scale.

The son of a Minnesota iron miner who became a charter member
of the Communist Party, Gus plunged early into the class struggle.
He worked as a lumber-jac\ as a construction worker, as a steel-
worker and at many otler jobs. He took part in the stmggles for
union organization and in the unerrployed movement of the thir-
ties. fu a steel organizer in Ohio he helped to found the United
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Steelworkers of America.
Of his role in rte"i,-ento, Krchmarek writes in the Dai'l'g Wotld'z

"It took men of heroi" quality to organize the steel industry' We

remember 1932 and the ffrst attempts at organization, Gus- Hall led

the first strike in the industry in 
-that y""t ir, the Republic Steel

pi*t ,irr"" 1919. For this he was ffred and blacHisted' But he went

on with the work and played a decisive role in forming the steel

,rri* io Ohio. A key issie on which Gus rnade a lasting contributiour

was his relentless struggle for black and white unity, for the rights

of black workers in tnJtitt and in the union' Then and now"'

He left this union work to become a Party organizer at $20 a week'

But in all the succeeding years as a Party leader he ftrmly retained his

ties with the working lhss. Indeed, this has been one of his most

outstanding qualities and an example to others'

ToJ"y, ii, "i"* of the o"* ,rpsotge of labor in the United States'

G.rs Hali,s sixtieth birthday celebraiion comes as an event 9! excep-

tional significance. In the words of Henry Winston, National Chairman

of the Communist Party, this celebration "is to be a major political

event which will dramatize in a new way the indispensability of

our Party and the necessity of building it into a mass party'"

"On tie international scene," Comrade Winston added' "marry

communist and workers Parties are taking note of the role of our
pJy *a the leadership given to it by- Comrade Gus HalI in the

fighi against U.S' imperialism and in its defense of peace, democracy'

Black Uberation and socialism."
There will be many birthday affairs and tributes to Gus in different

parts of the country. But we know that the tribute which he himself

iould most appreciate will be the redoubling of our e$orts_ to build
the Communiif farty to which his life has been devoted and success-

fully to carry out its Policies.
The stafi'of. Politicat Affairs, which has proffted so greatly from

his leadership as well as from his many contributions as a writet,

is proud to i;in with the great multitude of his other comrades and

friinds in greeting Comrade Gus HaIl on his birthday and wishing

him many more years of activity in the revolutionary struggles of

this period. We lnow that is all he would wish for himself'

To'this brief tribute we shall have more to add in our November

GUS HTIIT

[risis of

Petty-Bourgeois Hadicalism
As the molecules in steel becomes agitated it results in a red hot

1e1al. Through this process the steel becomes tempered. and puri-
fied. As the metal heats up bubbles appear on the surfa"", ,rd io
short order many of them disappear.

sooial_.and 
-politioal movememts in a sense develop in sirnilar

ways. when the social molecules become agitated it reiurts in mass
upheavals, tfie waves of radicalization. class contrad,ictions and re-
lations sJrarqen up. This propels ttre revolutionary process. It results
in new levels of mass class and socialist consciouiness. There is a
speedy growth of movements and organizations. They also become
tempered and puriffed in the struggle. such is the path of revolu-
tionary development.

A Proiluct of Frustration

But such moments also give birth to momentary political *bubbres."

As in steel, _many of t}em also come and go. some are serious
movements that reflect momentary issues. rhey disappear when the
issues are resolved. But others turn into petty-bourgeois radical ex-
pressions-petty-bourgeois reflections of the issues and the problems
of the moment.

such movements are especially a phenomenon in periods when
great numbers-new waves-of people move into action. Like all
sectors, the petty-bourgeois strata tend to refect fieir class position
when they react tothe issues of the class struggre. They deveiop rn+,
ments of great militancy. At such *o*"rtiIh 

"y ,rL a sorrice of
inspiration and militancy to other sectors, including the working class.
But they tend to go for short-term tactics. when ihir do", not" result
in victories, for some the militancy, the enthusiasm, turns into petty-
bourgeois radicalism. It is necessary to make a sharp distinction be-
tween the_ healthy militancy and determination expressed by non-
working class sectors and the concepts of petty-bourleois radicalism.
Petty-bourgeois radicalism is a by-producf of a sens-e of frustration.

when c-oncepts based on unreality are bounced back by reality it
results in frustration.

A secondary cause for the frustration is the occurrence of oppor-
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of stmggle are not simple. It is an intricate process. The lines are
not clean-cut and even that which is negative, in the long run, can
have momentary positive influences. It is not always easy to draw
the line between passivity that is motivated by opportunistic con-
siderations and a judgment that is based on a correct, necessary tac-
tical consideration. And it is not easy always to see the line between
a militancy that is necessary to propel the struggle to new heights,
or a necessary advanced position or action by a more limited force,
and ill-advised actions that alienate and separate the advanced force
from its mass base.

Petty-bourgeois radicalism as a concept is now in a serious crisis.
Masses have moved to new levels of political consciousness and to
higher forms of strugle. Generally, petty-bourgeois radical concepts
go into a crisis when working-class concepts of struggle are on
the ascendancy.

An Ol.d Problern

Petty-bourgeois radicalism is not a new phenomenon. It has
emerged as a problem throughout the history of the world revolu-
tionary movement. Petty-bourgeois radicalism has had a historic
run in the recent period. The wave has touched most of the non-
socialist world.

A special brand of petty-bourgeois radicalism made deep inroads
and influenced the policies of the leading cadre of the Communist
Party of China. Throughout its history the Maoist influence has been
a petty-bourgeois radical influence. In its basic msence the cultural
revolution was propelled by a mass petty-bourgeois radical sweep.
This is a special brand of petty-bourgeois radicalism because it takes
place in a country that is building socialism. It is a special brand
because the leading core of the leadership used. it as an instrument
in the struggle to stay in power. It is a special brand because in
China it was woven into a pattern with bourgeois nationalism. Mao's
policies have always been and are today based on mobilizing the
non-working class sections. It was the destruction of the organizations
and policies based on the working class that were the main objectives
of the cultural revolution.

The Debray theories of revolution were an extension of these
petty-bourgeois radical concepts. AII variations of petty-bourgeois
radicalism come into conflict with the class approach to struggle.
They reiect the class struggle as the vehicle for social progress. They
reflect the individualism, the lack of class identiffcation of petty-
bourgeois elements generally. They reject policies and tactics that
are based on mobflizing the working class-the one class history has

tunist, passive tendencies and problems in the ranks of other sectors'

including the working class._-tt" 
clncepts, th" i,le,,, motivating p,etty-bourgeois radicalism are

not necessariy wrong in the abstract' Jhose who follow wrong con-

cepts, in most cases, Le dedicated and sincere individuals' The con-

6;;;-;;;"g ''"f,* tftuv do rrot reflec! the speciffc l"'Itv of the

,t5*""t. Therefore, tt u *ot" determined such individuals are' the

;;;;-a;*rgrng they can be' Good intentions and even good ideas

are not enough. orru oi it 
" 

kuy ingredients in a revolutionary struggle

is neople in mnss. People do not respond to commands or to ex-

;#;d[[.'Th"v do noi ,usporrd to ideas-even good ideas-if they

a" "rt see their self-interests involved in these ideas'

The inner laws of capitalism, the laws of exploitation'-the in-

fr"i"rrt drive for profft, tie contradiction between tfre social nature

"i-"i"a""Uor, 
*i the'private appropriation of its products are all

;;"i;,#r"*" ,rr" victims in rnass more and more to see their

;;if:i"t";; related to the more basic and revolutionary ideas.

Policies and tactics, to b" 
"'""*sful, 

must be related to this ob-

ir;;;;-p;""ess. A ,"rott'uo"""y fo,rce must take fulI advantage of

each new situation presented by this process' Only then can it be-

"o*" " 
revolutionafr force propelling events. Tactics must be syn-

chronized to each stage of this development'

The very essence oF bapitalism is class exploitation It is gxplqita-

ti*, o1peoPle, againlnmiss' The essence of any str-ug-ele is-the class

,*ggr,i. dhe'cJntral moving force is the exploited class-the work-

ing class.-toi""ptt of struggle not based gr &u above reality will sooner

orlatercomeinto"J"gi"twithit.Theadvocatesofpetty-bourgeois
;;d;ril fty to ty_p"r, this reality. They b_elieve they can avoid

il;;;r"i anit uiavoidable consistent and sustained work, ttre

wo,rk of organizing, educating,, mobilizing and- leading peoyle- dy

iis, of.l"aiirg p"-opl" on thJ level o_f their trnderstanding, of their

own self-intur"rt,-"rrd in this sense reflecting the gbiective prrocesses

il;di;il ; ruullotiorr"ry sb:,ggle aqainst capitalism, For this they

seek to substitute raiical'rhet*i" *itt gene-ral slogans,- or.advanced

;.d*, that have no relationship to struggles to which the masses

ao iopo"a. Thus when the concepts based on unreality meet the

i"rfity^rf cbss struggle they bounc! back. If such tactics are f,rther

p"*,i"a tfr"y becoir"" an obstacle to struggle' They -become 
a de'

it",r"til " and divisive force. Organized groups whicl-r pursue such

;;lt;i; not only tend to move away from the working class but

ihey reject mass concepts of struggle altogether'
-fn" relationships bJfween the obiective processes and the tactics
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designated as a basic contingent in the struggle for social Progress.
In fact, petty-bourgeois radicalism rejects the role of the one revolu'
tionary class in society.

Thus the very premise of petty-bourgeois radicalism is that it is

impossible to win-the working class in the struggle against capital-

ism. From this it follows that mass concepts of struggle are not pos-

sible, necessary or realistic. This leads to actions based on small

elite groups-or to individual action. Because this concept is not

concern"d- with winning over masses, it promotes and condones

actions that alienate masses. There is an inner logic to this path.

Speciffc actioms are 'taken because there is a lack of conffdence in
niass-in class-actions. These ill-oonsidered actions result in widen-
ing the gap between the petty-bourgeois radical movements and

the masses. This widaning gap then becomes "proof'that you cannot

win masses and therefore the line of conduct of these movements

is justiffed. Each step leads to a further isolation. This is the inner
logic of petty-bourgeois radicalism.

This has been the path of world Trotskyism, the classical move-

ment of petty-bourgeois radicalism. It had its genesis with Trotsky's

rejection of the working elass as a basic revolutionary force. He also

robrdtotud radical-sounding rhetoric for the class struggle. Trotsky-
ism has remained a worldwide petty-bourgeois radical current. It
remains a negative, a divisive, a disruptive current. Because of its
basically incorrect position it is not surprising that in the very
center of its work has been the attack, the slander, against a country
where the working class is in power-the Soviet Union.

When the working class either takes other paths of struggle or
when it does not move because of the influences of opportunism,

petty-bourgeois radicalism becomes a more serious problem. This also

has its inner logic which results in such radicalism becoming an

obstacle to mobilizing and moving the working class.

Crisis and Deckne

As in the U.S., the wuld wave of petty-bourgeois radicalism is

now also in a crisis and in the declining phase of the present cycle.

It is a world crisis of petty-bourgeois radicalism. Its policies have

come up against the rialities of the class struggle. Masses have

gained new experiences in the fires of the class struggle. They aro

now rejecting petty-bourgeois concepts as divisive and impractical.

The problems in the struggle against these concepts arise because

they seem radical and revolutionary. For many these-people appear

* ihu militants. Most of the people who are influenced by such ideas

honestly believe they are the most revolutionary. But when such

PETTY-BOUNGEOIS NTDICTIISM I
policies fail-when they do not result in revolutionary victories, those
who honestly believe in them face a dilemma. They can go one of
three ways. Some give up the struggle. They use many excuses, but
in essence they accept the status quo. They move into positions of
opportunism. Others, in frustration, move into isolation by accepting
the path of anarchism. This path destroys cadre as a meaningfuI
revolutionary force. But most, however, draw the correct conclusions.
They move into struggles and movements based on mass concepts.
They draw the necessary conclusions that one's revolutionariness can
be measured only in the framework of moving masses into struggle.

It is impossible to struggle against the incorrect concepts of petty-
bourgeois radicalism without a consistent and sharp struggle agrinst
ttre forever present infuences of Right opportunism. The pressures
towards Right opportunism are the most consistent in any capitalist
counbry. They remain the chief danger to the revolutionary move.
ment in the broad mass organizations of the people and the working
class. It is impossible to conduct a successful ftght against petfy-
bourgeois ra&calism unless there is a consistent, successful ffght
against the infuence of Right opportunism.

Like all political currerr-ts, petty-bourgeois radicalism ffnds ex-
pression in the form of speciffc groups. But like all political currents
it also has influences in most peoplet and working-class organrza-
tions.

In this past period in the United States we have witnessed the ap-
pearance of numerous petty-bourgeois ra&cal sects. They are all norv,
to one degree or another, feeling the efiects of the crisis of petty-
bourgeois radicalism. These groups include the various varieties of
Trotskyism. They include the groups that emerged as a result of the
continuous splits of the original forces in the Students for a Demo-
cratic Society. They include those that emerged because of the disin-
tegration and the splitting of the Progressive Labor group.

In rejecting petty-bourgeois radicalism we do not need to reject
or ignore the lrcsitive contributions many of these groups have made.
We need not condemn individuals when we reject the concepts of
petty-bourgeois radicalism.

Even in their best moments they view their work with the working
class as that of missionaries. Th"y all tend to be anti-Communist
and even more speciffcally, anti-Soviet. On these basic class matters
they join hands with the Right opportunists. This factor exposes the
more basic opportunistic side of petty-bourgeois radicalism. Every-
one knows it is easier to be a radical and even a 'tevolutionary' as
lOng as you are anti-Communist. They enemy is never too disturbed
by the most radical speeches of anyone who remai'.'s ideolo$cally
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tied to capitalism by means of antlcommunism. In this sense petty-

bourgeois radicalism does a very special favor to capitalism--because

it covers its anti-communism and anti-sovietism with 'Left" radical

phrases.
For a number of years Mao Tse-tung gave the worldt petty-

bourgeois radical groups a lift. These groups turned to Mao because

nir ttorrgfrt is the-moi rounded form of petty_-bourgeois radicalism.

That it Jso has its anti-working class and rabidly anti-Soviet features,

of course, is no surPrise.

But the most important factor of petty-bourgeois _radicalism 
today,

incloaing its Maoisi features, is that it is in crisis and in the declining

pfr"r" "fi r cycle the world over as weII as in the United States. The

iasy catch-alf slogaos have turned into empty rhetoric. Much of the

,rroiiol has turned into "bubbles" that are no\il disappearing'

When the hothouse schemes of instant revolution meet reality

they-brrrst like balloons. When this haplens petty-bourgeois radical-

ism blames its failures on the working class. In their frustration many

of these sects tum to anarchism, which is only another form of petty-

Uo,-rrg"oit radicalism. This is, in fact, one of the features of the

present crisis of petty-bourgeois radicalism'
Petty-bourgeois radicalism as a concept rejects -the basic class

nature of soJiety and the class struggle as a pivotal elem-ent in the

ffght for progr"rr. It rejects the role of mass movements because it
dles not ,"" It, basic ingredient-the work class. A class approach to

.t*ggf" is of necessity i mass approach. The petty-bourgeois radical

rhetoric is a sanctuary for those-iho have given up the_possitrilities

of leading masses, and in the ffrst place the working-class 
-masses,

in struggl"e. It is a way of keeping a radical image when in fact one

has retreated and given up the struggle'

Tlw Story of SDS

TheSDShaditsbirthintheideologicalchambersoftheSocialist
Party. Its present crisis can be clearly traced to the petty-bourgeois

irafl"f vi&s that it inherited from the parent body. Jhis is not to

negate in any way or detract from the positive contributions of the

1""-, of tleousands'of young people who have come into the struggle

and into the communist Party through the activities of the sDS. This

organization went through mlny staqe-s of development' It moved

irolm its open anti-worktg clasr position to accepting, the role of

the workers. But even then it saw that role only in relation to the

sps u"i"g the ..missionary,, enlightenin.E the people called ..workers.,,

1'fr" iOS""ever did understand the role of masses as tle key factor

in struggle.

PETTY.EOI'NGEOIS NADICTIAM O

Because they did not understand the class struggle they tended to
reject all concepts of unity, including a uniffed fiont oi the forces

-opposing capitalism. This comes from the very nature of petty-
bourgeois existence. These sectors do not see themserves as being ex-
plorted ol,oppressed as a class. They do not react to oppression as
a class. Unity, a uniffed front, are clnss-mnss concepts.-The SDS,
even in its best days, rejected these concepts and tendid to organize
Sgir oy actions, asking others. to 'join them,, or .tupport 

them.,,
when they could not have their way they very often boycitted many
important mass actions against the u.s. aggression in vietnam.

under pressure they constantly slipped into anti-communist posi-
tions. Petty-bourgeois lsdigalism by its very nature-its class essence
being, as it is, that of a group between two basic classes-cannot for
long sustain a united organization. Its concept of "participatory
d_emocracy" was, in u y y, a recognition of this fact. As ifre workinj-
class upsurge has developed and the class concepts of struggle have
moved into the forefront, petty-bourgeois radiciism has bee" i" a
crisis- The opportunistic essence of petty-bourgeois radicalism has
also been evident in the policies of accepting rr"ir*. This has been
just led by statements like, 'we will ffgtri foiutack-white unity when
we have socialism." For white Amoricans not to ffght racisrn at aII
times is racism.

_ Most who took part in the sDS and the actions that it organized
have drawn the correct conclusions. These forces have tenied to
reject the petty-bour-geois 

_radical concepts. But some, as we know,
have moved into channels of anarchism and individual actions.
when one is convinced that mass struggres wil not achieve results,
anarchistic actions seem- a-realistic way out, Fictitious .'communiqu6s

from the underground" threatening violence are infantile. Acts of
individual terror at a moment when mass actions and, movements
are possible and necessary, are actions in the service of reaction.
They are damaging to the revolutionary movernent. These 'com-
muniqu6s from the underground" and other threats of violence be-
come the most convenient cover for acts of violence by police provo-
cateurs, by enemy agents. Police agents blow up uuiiaings-birt the
blarne is placed on the '"Left radicJ movement.rThe ffctilous ..com-

muniqu6s from the underground" threatening violence become the
canopies under which the enemy conspires to create new Reichstag
ffre situations.

Another oJ the petty-bourgeois radical groups now in crisis is the
group called Progressive Labor. It got a start as a splinter from the
New York city communist Party. when the supreml court upheld
the Mccarran Act and said the communist parry was ordered. to

"1
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register its members, ffnances and officers, a small grolp in th9 Party

panicked. The Party o""t*ftuf*i"gly decided to stand up and ffght'

This splinter g.o"p *"t " n*t "f14"se 
who fought for a policy of

UGar:at g tUJ Crr*,rnist 
-Party. 

They called for its fissolution'

When the Party rejected tt'is tt'ey set up their own little. group'

g"i right fto* tfr" U"!i""i"g it was stamped with their opportunism'

Their 
"liquidationist, Jppo*J"itti" tendency continued in their own

;;gJrA;;. They t iea to hide and by-oass the anti-communist

barrage from the ;*y behinit a llame 
^th"t t"id nothing--about

socialism or communism' Opportunism- has been their hallmark'-i;H; 
U", 

"",rgt 
t "p 

*itU?eit brand of petty-bourgeois radical-

;; L il ir*nii"a a'sect becoming ever more isolated-and now

the sect has sPlit asunder'

The basically oppott""ittic approach oI Progressive Labol led it

"dn!-.hep-"th 
of^rabid anti-sovietism' This 5 "pP?*l*m 

because

itisaconcessiontothecentralideologicalnittlrgfU.S.imperialism.
This same opportunism has led Progressive Labor to compromise

;t h th" st.ffgb against racism under_radical phrases and even in

al" "r*, ,f tI"" *oi-il"g class' It has followed a policy of accomoda-

uo" *a conciliation rrlith racism. Because of its racist and white

chauvinist practices the Black and Puerto Rican members have either

been expelled or have left the group'

The i"rio* Trotskyite sectJ continue as of old' They continue

their splittirrg tactics in our mass movements' as is glearJf shown in

their latest efforts to set uP a peace movement under their control'

Momentarily some of these^ groups have made some gains' Tlrey are

carefully covering up their 
'-"at-ttottttyite 

policies' P{.th" Trotsky'

il ,;d are abJ iri a crisis. They are also isolated. Their splitting

tactics in all movements flow from their basic petty-bourgeois radical

o*". w*r.i"g-class consciousness leads to_ concepts_of class unity.

It leads to rejecting tactics that lead _to disunity. Petty-bourgeois

radicalism does not iee the concept of class or mErss struggles' From

tiii, ia follours that it does not see the need for class unity. It reflects

the individualism of its class nature'

Petty.bourgeoisradicalismisapoliticaltrend.Itisthispolitical
trend that is in a crisis. Militant currents, radical tren{s, the revolu-

;;;--"y ;t"cess-these are not in a crisis. They are features of the

*"r, 
"pir"""als. 

Marxism-Leninism is not in a crisis, It is the grow-

i"g, al most consistent revolutionary current. It is not in a crisis

b"7"*" it reflects and is changing reality. It is the revolutionary

current.

IOIIN PTMMAN

Laos, Testing Ground of

the Nixon lloctrine
In vientiane on september 19, 1970 a representative of the Lao

Patriotic Front (Neo Lao Haksat) waited in yain for the Royal
Laotian c,overnrnent head{ by Premier Souvanna phouma to desig-
late, a representative to discuss the Front's proposals for endin--g
hostilities and seftling the Lao problem. But the fremier had fowi
I P"y, purportedly for "a medical checkup," ard thercu to the
united states, where he was billed to attend the 25th regular session
of the united Nations General Assembly and to confer" again with
u.s. government officials. The "medical checkup" explanati*on failed
to c_o_nvince the representative of the patriotic Froni. According to
the-vientiane_ correspondent of united press International, the Fronts
spokesman characterized souvanna phouma's departure as another
move by the premier to delay negotiations on restoring peace to Laos.

- In the half-year since the issuance on March 6, rg70 oi its proposals,
the Patriotic Front had met evasion after evasion from the 

^vientiane

administration, including one outright rejection on April l. The
proposals were but a restatement of provisions of the r-g5+ Geneva
ceaseffre Agreements on Indochina tl.at concerned Laos, and of the
provisions of the 1962 Geneva Agreements on Laos. The united
states govemment had pledged to respect the former and, together
udth 13 other states, had signed &e latter.

What tlw Patri,otic Front Proposeil

The main point of the Frontt proposals ca[ed for the neutrarization
of Laos under a tripartite coalition govemment of national union. In
order to reahze this, the Front, in accordance with the actual sifua-
tion in Laos, propos_ed a cessation of hostilities to permit the con-
vocation of a consultative political conference "comiosed of repre-
sentatives of all Lao parties concerned." The conferince would set
up a provisional coalition government, which would hold .Tree 

and
democratic elections" to constitute a National Assembly arrd *-de*o-
cradc govemment of national union. This government would respect
the throne, defend the sovereignty, 

-independence, ne"tralif, 
-unity

and territorial integrity of Laos, and would follow " lor"igo'policy
of peace and neutrality. uniffcation of Laos would u" ?rii"""a

u
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Indochina state.
Of more far-reac{ing signiffcance are other implications of the

Washington-Vientianb reiection of the Lao Patriotic Front's initiative.
While turning a deaf ear to the proposals for a peaceful solution of
the Lao confict, President Nixon escalated the war in Laos and
issued new declarations of his peaceful intentions. Thereby he

brought into focus the new political and military tactics set forth
in his self-styled'Nixon Doctrine,'by which his administration hopes

to realize the long-range aims of U.S. imperialism in Asia and other
Third World areas. At the same time, the Neo Lao Haksat's initiative,
emanating from the Frontt new positioars of strength in Laos and
in the international Elrena as well, underscores the limitations of U.S.
neo-colonialism as updated by the Nixon administration and Points
to the inevitability of its defeat.

TLw Ninon Doctrine

President Nixon chose the U.S. colony of Guam as the site from
which to issue his promises of peace and freedom to the peoplas of
fuia. Guam, oonverted after its seizure into a U.S. military base for
the seizure of other Asian territories, was a stop-over point in the
Presidentt Asian tour in July, 1969. Actually, the President merely
stated the tactical political and economic measures his administra-
tion was already using in Asia and other developing countries. But
zealous administration propagandists hailed the statement as the
announcement of new and profound policy changes including non'
intervention in Asian affairs and the gradual withdrawal of U.S.

military forces stationed there. llhis was a deliberate distortion of
his remarlcs, but instead of correcting it for the American people,
President Nixon took pains to foster it at home, while dispatching
Vice President Agnew to make his meaning clear to Asian governing
circles.

As clariffed by Agnew, as well as by Nixon himself, there would be
no change from the policy of intervention and aggression in pursuit
of the basic economic, political and strategii goals of the U.S.
monoplies. What was being changed was the method of carrying
out this policy. The old methods had been too crude, too visible, and
too costly in tax-dollars and American lives. They had given rise
to an unprecedented anti-war movement in the United States and a
powerful movement against U.S. imperialism throughout the world.
They had distorted tle American economy and ttrreatened &e stabili-
ty of the dollar. These and other political and econornic obstacles
were road-blocks in the path of U.S. imperialism.

12 POLITIC.trI .EFFAIBS

through consultations between the Lao partiei on the qrycrde of

"*"ftt, 
and national 

- 
concord, with each party refraining from

discrimination and reprisals against Persons 1tt'o t'"d collaborated

with another Party.
The statement of the Front emphasized that "the Lao problem

must be settled among the Lao p'iti"' concerned' To create condi-

tions for the Lao p"rti"t "o"""*id 
to meet' the United States must'

as an immediat" step, sto!-escalating the war' and stop completely

afr"Jo*fi"g of LaJ't"rritory without posing an1 conditi3n.'
-ft"propJr"b were reasonabl", ftamed to meet the actual situation

in Laos, and offerinj "o 
oppo*""ity for negotiating-an end to hos-

tilities that have ,"uigua tfi6 country-for a quarter 9f-a century' Ex-

""ptlo,theinsistence"onimmediatede.escalationoftheU.S.aggres.sion and unconditional cessation of bombing by the- United States'

the proposals 
"orrt"irla-t'Jt'i"g 

that had not already been agreed

oo 
"t 

th" two Geneva conferences'

Nor was souvanna Phouma's evasive lesponse -unprecedented' 
His

avoidance of a, *""ti,g with the Froni further delineated the

;;t"rt political impotJnce, his isolation from both the war-weary

il;;pil;d thJ neutralist stratum that had formed his social

;;;,';a his abieci subservience to U'S' imperialism which now

A**i""-pf"tely dominates the Roya1 Lao Government' maintains

and directs ih" gor"**ent's armed forces' and controls the economy

oi tfr"t part of iaos under Vientiands administration'

Washington, oppo,itio" to any Lao coalition government including

,"pr*""iJ*ir* oi?" Neo Lao tirt."t was also a foregone conclusion.

The numeroo, 
"orrpi,-'ssassinations, 

and instances of blackmail and

ffi,[,h;, t "r" 
u""r, engineered by agencies of the Eisenhower,

il;;;'dr ;"d Johnson gov"ernments- in an attempt to nullify the

a;;;;;";rds and d"#oy the pathet Lao have been recorded in

n"* u"a sordid detail by ofiicial and,noficial sources, and by writers

ili;#;;-n:i: p"u* ", w"11 as tfrose opposed. A departure from

iir""gr""JaJ"rt"blirh"d by his- predecessors was not to be expected

from the government of President Nixon' whgse- lfelo-ng advocacy

of virdeni anti-Communism had been rewarded by his elevation

to ,n"-frfgfrest office in the U'S' government' Besides' the Nixon

;;;#i had already demonstrated. its antipathy to any coalition

ilcluding communists. rt nra manipulated the Thieu-Ky-Khiem

"Iil;;a 
Err"d of such a Prospect so a-s.]o preclude a political setde-

ment at the Paris p"r"u i"gotiations' Likewise' the invasion of Cam-

UJi, o" April 301 1970 h;d registered the Nixon governmentt un-

*iilgru* ioog", to tolerate any manifestation of genuine neutrality

I
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In essence, the "new' tactics announced by ,fti*on were not new

at a1l, but were improvisations of old coloniafist practices adapt{
to Asian conditions and facilltated by innovations in military tech-

nology. The main 'heu/' method entailed a greater utilization of
native troops for ground combat operations in the developing coun-

tries. But t[i" ia", had been projected by ]ohn Foster Dulles in the

early 1950s under the label of using "Asians to ffght Asians"'Idore-
or"i, th" old colonial powers had used the method extensively. French
imperialism employed Senegalese and other Africans in wars against

the a,rabs and 
-the 

Indochina peoples. British imperialism used the
Sildrs for subjecting peoples of India. Even the Caesars used 'bar-
barians" to conquer other "barbarians"'

The Nixon adaptation of this old colonialist method was rational-

ized as Washington's program for helping the Asian puppet regimes

of U.S. imperialism to help themselves. It involved the maintenance

of such regimes under the obligation of supplying manpower in re-

sponse to U.S. demands; the training, equipment and provisioning of
tiese forces and their de,ployment under U.S. direction; their utiliza-
tion for so-called "counterinsurgency' operations not only in their
own countries, but wherever the Pentagon considered they were

needed; and their rapid deployment by means of new equipment,

s,uch as fie C-5A aircraft at the disposal of the U.S. Military Airlift
Command.

Far frorn withdrawing U.S. military forces from Asia, the Nixon
program involved the creation of a new system of bases, relocating
anil rehabilitating old ones as well as establishing new ones, where
elite U.S. forces would be stationed to take care of "emergencies.' In
addition, the improved means of rapid transport would enable U.S.

shock forces stationed in the United States to be dispatched to any
'trouble spot," a method already proven in March, 1969, when 2,700

soldiers were transported frorn the U.S' east coast to South Korea.

Naturally, such tactics would require the continued channeling of
U.S. tax dollars into the funding of aggression. But 'aid" and military
assistance would be apportioned with greater care, and this process

also would be streamlined to economize on such items as the train-
ing, equipment and feeding of native soldiers, already far less ex-

pensive than the same costs for American soldiers. In addition, meth-

ods of warfare would be employed to deprive guerrilla forces of their
social base in the countryside. This would be accomplished by herd-
ing the peasant population into areas where it could be controlled
with a minimum military force.

These and other methods were implicit in the program of tactics

outlined by Presiderlt Nixon at Guam. Naturally he refrained from
spelling out the implipations of his program in detail, particularly the
mititary details. But fhe overriding political motive of the program
was transparent: the' new tactics would enable U.S. imperialism to
continue its interventionist potricies in Asia at less cost in American
Iives and tax-dollars, Nixon and his advisers believed. As Ambassador
Bunker is reported to have remarked in Saigon, referring to Nixon's
plan for "Vieb.amizing" the war, in essence the Nixon Doctrine
amounted to a program for "changing the color of the casualties."

,4n Old, Storg

What Nixon did not disclose was that this co-called 'hew" program
had long been in operation under earlier administrations, in part if
not as a whole. On June 17, 1969, a few weeks before Nixort's state-

nrent at Guam, representatives of 75 Communist and Workers'Parties
assembled at Moscow had deffned and characterized the taetics em-

bodied in the Nixon Doctrine. The Comrnunist and Workers' Parties'
representatives had said:

In its struggle against the national liberation movement, im-
perialism stu66ornly defends the remnants of the colonial system,

6n the one hand, and, on the other, uses methods of neo-colonial-
ism in an efiort to prevent the economic and social advance of
developing states, of countries which have won national sover-eign-

ty. To thii end it supports reactionary circles, retards the abolition
of the most backwarii social structures and tries to obstruct progress

along the road to socialism or along the road of progres_sive non-
capGlist development, which can open the way to socialism. The
imperialists impose on these countries economic agreements and
military-political pacts which infringe on their sovereignty; they
exploit thern through the export of capital, unequal terms of trade;
the manipulation of prices, exchange rates, loans and various forms
of so-called aid; and pressure by international ffnancial organiza-
tions. . . .

Through military-political blocs, military bases in foreign coun-
tries, economic pressure and trade blockades, imperialism main-
tains tension in some areas of the world. It provides reactionary
organizations with ftnancial and political support and intensiffes
polttical repression. It resorts to armed intervention, savage repres-
sion-especially in countries where the struggle acquires the most
acute forms and where the revolutionary forces ffght arms in hand

-counter-revolutionary conspiracies, reactionary and fascist coups,
provocations and blackrnail. (lnternntional Meeting of Com,manist
and Workerl Partias, Peace and Socialism Publishers, Prague,
1969, pp. 12-13.)
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The Communist and Workers' Parties' repr{sentatives took note

of 'SEATO, ANZUS and the so-called Securit/ Treaty between the
United States and Japao" and "the virtual occr.ipation of the South-

western Paciffc and the Indian Ocean by U.S. armed forcesi and

declared that 'this entire system is spearheaded primarily against

fts sssialist countries of Asia, against the national liberation move-

ment, as well as against the neutral and non-aligued states in this
*ea.' (lbid., p. 15.)

Actually, U.S. imperialism had launched its aggression in Indo-
china with some of tfrese tactics. It remained, however, for the Nixon
administration to give them a comprehensive hry'out in South Vietnam
and Laos.

U.S. imperialism began its intervention in Laos as early as 1950,

when President Truman increased U.S. rnilitary assistance to the
French imperialists and in September, 1951 obtained the signature
of the Lao puppet regime to a treaty of 'economic cooperation." This
proved to be the foot in the door that, by the time of Nixon's election
to the White House, amounted to approximately $2 billion in 'hid,"
the bulk of which was funneled into classiffed military expenditures.
The cream of the funds designated for technicall' or "economii'
projects was siphoned ofi by the compradore and feudal strata, the
functionaries and tribal chiefs whom Washington hoped to forge
into a social base for support of its policies. The bill for this huge
sum, which amounted to $50 per capita per year, was paid of course

by the U.S. taxpayers. But it purchased for Washington exclusive
control over Lao foreign trade, banking and ffnance; a client adminis-
tration totally dependent on U.S. support and thereby obUgated to
obey Washingtort's orders; and armed forces whose arms, equipment,
food and pay were supplied by the United States, hence were subject
to U.S. direction and utilization.

The methods and tactics of U.S. 'special warfare," the technical
name given counter-revolutionary operations, were also in operation
even under the French, who used money and arms supplied by the
U.S. to build up a mercenary army. In the 1960s, however, as the
peoplet resistance to U.S. imperialism grew in strength and numbers,
Washington began systematically to increase the size of its mercenary
force, utilizing the French method of recruiting from t{re minority
peoples in Laos, but also employing Thai, South Vietnamese, Fflipino,
remnants of Chiang Kai-shek troops and Japanese in counter-insur-
gency operations. By 1968, mercenaries were estimated to number
70,000.

The "special forces" were used mainly for offensive operations

LAOS I-
against the liberated areas of Laos, with the capture of villagers and
their concentration in so-called 'tefugee centers" and 'prosperity
zones" a maior part of their function. Other tasks assigned to them
included sabotage, assassination of Pathet Lao functionaries, and the
destruction of all people's establishments in the liberated areas.

Bombing of the liberated areas was also being carried out through-
out the entire period of U.S. intervention, and was intensiffed in mid-
1964 along with a step-up in special warfare operations.

Neus Features

With the election of Nixon, however, both a quantitative and quali-
tative change occurred in aggressive operations of the United States.
AII forms of aggression were increased, while the forms of violence
used by the U.S. \Mere so unprecedentedly ferocious in character that
a new word-'biocide," the attempted destruction of the entire popu-
lation of a country-was invented to describe it.

The step-up in the bombings of liberated areas of Laos began in
November and December of 1968, after the election of Nixon and
the halt to bombing North Vietnam. In those montls, the bombing
was escalated several times, and B-52s were being used in north-
eastern Laos. By May, 1970 the bombings had averaged 900 sorties
a day in the dry season. The Plain of Jars was the target of round-the-
clock bombing by B-52s, using every t1pe of bomb. Formerly, com-
munications were the main target of U.S. bombers. Under Nixon,
towns, villages, cultivated ffelds, and groupings of people became
targets. Already virtually the entire population of the liberated areas

-from one to one-and-a-half million people-has been made homeless
and forced to live and work in caves and tunnels, or in villages deep
in the iungles.

"Special warfare" operations have sharply increased during the
Nixon Administration. The mercenary troops were increased to I47
battalions, 84 battalions of which are secalled "Green Beret" forces,
organized in compact mobile groups and elite units trained and led
by U.S. military personnel. New supplies of arms for these special
forces include M-16 rifles, M-79 machine guns, 155mm 

""rooo, 
heli-

copters, small tanks and communication equipment. Under the ]ohn-
son Administration, small numbers of Thai troops were used. Nixon
brought in 5,000 in August, 1969, another 1,000 in March, 1g70, and
has incorporated 5,000 more in tho special forces used to inffltrate the
liberated areas, and has brought in Saigon puppet troops as well.

The Nixon administration increased the annual 'aid' handout to
$300 million, approximately half of which is allocated for strengthen-
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ing the Green Beret forces. Escalation of the aggression has been

""Zo*p*i"d 
by the escalation of its costs. Vientiane authorities claim

,pp**i*"t"ty 6OO,OOO people, a fffth_of- the country's estimated. three

,[iiUo" population, h"i" i"eo herded into "refugee, centers" and
t -**ra, zones,"'where about 3,000 USAID personnel are employod

t; feed the,m, set up schools and hospitals, and operate, animal breed-

ing and agricultural stations. United States persorrnel in- Laos now

iniudes zIrOO fmUassy officials a*d employees, 2,000 Airforce *ad'

visers" "rri 
p"rroorrel, 2,000 trainers and advisers for the special

forces, 200 einployes of the CIA'S Air Arnerica and Air Continental,

and since mid-tgog approximately 1,200 u.s. Green Beret oficers.

To this must be addeil ire costs oi special psychological warfare, and

the costs of the bombings which Neo Lao Halaat spokesmen estimate

to amount to $1 billion a YeaL
Thus, when Nixon set forth the 'new'taotics of u.s. imperialism

at Guam in JuIy, 1969, he was outlining mealirrles his administration

had already i"i ioto efiect. Laos, together with South Vietnam, bad

already becorne a testing ground of the Nixo,n Doctrine. But eight

montfu later, in his March 5, 1970 statement on Laos, the u.s. Presi'

dent blhndly denied any violation by hit administration of the Geneva

accords, any casualties among U.S. personnel in Laos, any bomtings
of Laos territory except those intended to 'inte,rdict" the allegetl flow

of North Vietramese supplies and armed forces down the so-called

Ho Chi Minh Trail, and other flights "requested" by the Vientiano

puppet regime. These assertions were in keeping with his.political
:"i*-of claiming to de-escalate the war while actually esealating it,
and of reducing the cost of intervention in American lives and tax-

dollars by using Asians to ffght Asians on the ground. Aggression

made cheap and easy, but still aggression-more destructive, more

savage, *d ," the consequences sbow, more predestined for defeat'

Bankrupt Policg

when the Lao Patriotic Front on March 6, 1970 submitted their

proporrl. for ending hostilities and -negotiat{g -a P-eaceful settlement

if iU" Lao confict, at 
"y 

had already proved the banlruptcy of the

tactics of the Nixon Doctrine. They had rocaptured the Plain of Jars,

forced evacuation of large numibers of mercen_ary troo,ps and supplies

ii"*,fr" Long Cheng 6"t", put approximately 30,000 9*p! of the

speciat forces 6ut of 
"ition, 

and had shot down the 1,30fth U.S. plane.

ihey had extended their control over two-thirds of the countryt area,

intrabited by haLf the lnpulation, and had set up their committee

system of peoptet admiiistradon in 638 of the country's 1,078 villages

a1<1.8,!!0 of its 13,063 hamlets. In the areas nominally under control
of the vientiane administratio,n, parallel organizationr tf th" Neo Lao
Haksat assumed increasing administrative responsibility, causing dis-
may^to the.compradore and feudal strata and producing rifts among
the four political groups in the Vientiane regime.

Pursuing democratic policies, the Neo Lao Haksat had deveroped
a national eonsciousness and patriotism among the numerous minori-
{es and ethnic groups, in conkast to the U.S.-Vientiane policy of
playing off the tribal groups against one another, and had esiablished
equal status and conditions for women. A program of comprehensive
social reform, which included a three-yeat fla' for ecoiomic de-
velopment begun in 1968, had restored handiciafts, constructed shops
and factories in caves and tunnels, organied the exchange of prl
y"irl products through a network of itate stores, and-d'espite-the
bombing and teror rai!9 by special force ,nits-inc.reased iLu pro-
ducti-vity of the cultivable land and the output of necessary g6ods
for the armed forces and the civilian population. A network oficf,ook,
hospitals and cultural establishments naa been set up. Illiteracy had
b-een totally eliminated in glo villages, and the po:pulation of the
Iiberated areas had grown habihrated to drinking o"ty uolua water,
t^._ su use of mosquito nets, and to observing ttre mtes of the *Three
cleans Movement"-to maintain cleanliness L food, dress and living
conditions.

- These accomplishments, made in the course of a bitter life-and-
death struggle 

-against 
u.s. imperialism and the compradore-feudal

strata, expose the limitations of washington's rr"o-"oliri"list tactics
and u.s. irnperialism's unrealizable aims in Indochina and southeast
Asia. Neo-colonialism can buy quislings; it cannot win the masses.It can install and fund repressive regimes; it cannot forestall or de-
stroy resistance, and partigularly not when the people's resistance is
led- by a disciplined, battle-tested and dedicate? Iladership, armed
with a progrl1 of progressive non-capitalist developmentj and re-
ceiving the political and,moral support of world anti-iriperiiist forces
in conditions of a favorable relationship of world forc"sl The achieve-
menty of qu Lao people's national democratic revolution already
reverberate far-beyond the borders of Laos, influencing the duration
and outcome of the struggle for all Indochina, and beJause of Indo-
chinat signiffeance for the liberation of the peoples of all southeast
Asia and otler countries of the Third world, arso-helping to guarantee
the viotory of the world revorutionary process oo* i"*itlrrg theglobe. --------r
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Blatk Power to PeuPle's and

Working-Hass Pnwer.
Since the publication of this book aknos't two years ago'-a number

of new deve^lopments have taken place which require a fresh anal-

ysis. Basically ih" propositions discussed in p-revious chapters remain

valid. But ti." fori""i on which the struggles are currently bein-g

waged is in the process of changes which Jan tft the whole strugglg

for Black liberation and ,for th"e defeat of u.s. imperialism in all

respects to a higher level of developmen't'

The Neus Trends

Indeed, many of the propositions already discussed as, necessary

to advance the struggle to a higher level are now in the process

of becoming ma;or irlrrds. These- changes are refeoted both in the

country in"general and the Black community' We-sha1l examine

tt "- ig"iori th" backdrop of what we said previously', Orre of the

central"propositions we lilaced was stated in the concluding para-

gaph in Chapter 8, which siad:

In the ffnal analysis capitalism is the source of an imperialist

foreigrr p.lt"y, a fas'cist dangg,I, a sick society -TS 
PITl^oppression'

TheJe &-"io" problems iill increasingly pgJl.d,rverle forces to-

qether asainst , ;;;;'foe. The p'ociti '"iU 
t"ttS place as each

i""*t tt7t there can be no real progress except in the united strug-

gle.

At the time these words were written great struggles w-ere being

waged in the country. They too]< place aliost in isolation from each

other. The situationr'asr*r"a ,f*i"ing proportions' so.much so that

this arr'thor, on behalf of the CPUSA in December 1967' wrote:

I,t has been historical, as well as current, experience {at 19oile-#;;il;;#i;;;6i;;u. "+ white. at the [ras31o"ii]"::1^""*:
;;il;;r';,q"ffi; f;; ,o"irl ,dr"oc9 i,n ou1 :9*Z'^,^Y"^t1 i:.: tT:
#fr]i, Tr,"""iir" f;;-;"pr;cedented problems such as war-and
*^^^ +1"^ mn.'rtlr ^f o fr"..i"t 6anEer an^cl new economic difficul'ties,
peace, the growth of a fascist $l"gu'.TdJ:Tffi],,i pffii;h*k *J-*Lit""*,rty has become a dirty word'

g is the ffrst half of a new concluding chapter of the book

enrhi- iiio: iiii"i- u at*i 
- 

au er ati.on, prep.-ared for a forthcoming Russian

edition of the book. rrr!-."".i-.,irrrs-nir? "'iu 
appear in the November issue'

20

Gqrns of disunity of a cancerous nature are circulating ur the
body of the Am6rican people and unless radical rrrg"rf is per-
fg_rpe_d many of the vitai orlans will be lost if not the Ent'ire b6dy.
(Black Poubr and Liberati6u A Communist vi,eu, New Outlo<ik
Publishers, New York, 1g67, p.B. )

. What has taken place since is in the direction of greater unity of
,the_ pro-democratic masses, black and white. There are still many
problems which tend to disunite the people along the color line. But
the overall direction is away from divisive influerrces.

These new trends emanate from a continuing crisis of a war pro-
glamj the fascist danger and a deteriorating ecorro*y. These probLns
which were noted in previous chapters have been greatry aglrava,ted,
and it is becoming increasingly clear that there can-be ,ro rli6r except
in_the.common struggle of the various movements of the people.

In this respect "B]ack Power" as a concept is more ana 
-more 

being
viewed as a basic oomponent of *people's powetr,,, and both ii
turn require working-class power.

The^practic-ability 
-of 

these concepts is seen in the ever widening
are3-oj struggle by almost every social layer in U.S. society.

of key importanoe has been the tremendous growth of t],e Amer-
ica_n peaee movement, a greater awareness of dangers of a fascist

ryli::. state, upsurges in the ranks of labor which arJdireoted against
the Nixon Administration, the bosses and the misreaders of laborl and
a'bove all, new trends in the Black libera.tion movement which stoike
at the heart of capitalism as a system. All these varying movements
are heading jn- the_direction of confrontation with tfie iryhole power
structure and for changes that go to ,the very heart of the ,yrirr.

- 
This is especially true of tlhe movement for peace, which is begin-

ning to take on a revolutionary character. Thii development is vital
for closing- the ranks 

-of the people and has supreme importance in
,the battle for Black libera,tion.

In 1954, after the Supreme court wrote its decision on school de-
segration the Black liberation movement broke with gradua,lism, that
is, with minor reforms as the immediate goal, and began placing de-
mands of a fundamental character, demands ,that weit t; the f,eart
of the whole sy_steT of Black lppression. To classify this deveropment,
rnost social and political analyses refer to the Black *ouu*"rrlt 

", ,civil rights ,revolution, t\ Black revolt, etc., etc. Indeed, the Nego
liberation movement for the last ftfteen years step by step has been
developing all the char,acteristics of a revolutionaly i"r"ul

while this process was taking place in the Black movement, most
other social p,rotest activities, mainly white-led, remained in the stage
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of gradualisrn concentrating on minor reforms T thu Pd-g'"L
Some of the sharp cle.:vages botween black and white, clashes

which extendod to labor, peace, liberal and radical circles, were en-

gendered by the disparity in the aims,and obiectives of these forces.

It was a situation in which most Black people wanted to go further

in mahng changes in ,the system and most whit-e people, while seek-

ing chan[a had"not arrived at this stage of devetropment and dragged

their feet, so to speak.

The Grouth of a Reoohrtbnary Peace Mowment

Today, the struggle for peace is developing a revolutionary force

among white Americans and is thereby narrowin-g the gap between

the aJvanced forces of white and black people. The peace movement

has undergone changes as the realities or tne struggle pressed upon

the particilants. The"development of th9 Peace movement along these

fineJ has procoeded through a historical Process.
In the iarly stages of th'e oold war arrd the resulting hot wars the

imperialist rulers 6f the United States wore able to carry the great

maiority of the people in support of-their policies'- The propaganda

*""fri"oy of U.S. cipitalism p,roiected a picture of the world as being

t gu* drrg", of bicomingi vast slave-camp, F*eb;l afieoting the

*cil"ity and"survival of thJ American na,tion. "Save the world fnom

the horrors of cornmunism" became the catchword masking every

act of American imperiatrisrn and its foreign policy.-

Sturce the outbreik of the Korean War in 1950, foreign policy

in almost every instance has created conditions which in the ffnal

analysis have enabled the peoples of rhe-world and the United States

to grasp better the role oi tt" United States in today's.world.

fire toflowing events helped unmask the rulers of Ameriea and

lay the basis foi the growth of the.American Peace movement as a

revolutionary force:
1. The Korean war, in which the inability of united states im-

p"riulir*, although supported by 23 other nations, to subdue a small

Lloarial people, 
"g."phi"ally portrayed the new relationship of the

forces in the world.
This war also revealed the reactionary role of United States im'

perialism as the main police force boh[eling- -"P 
the 9ld .system 

of

iolonialism and the deiial of the right of self-determination to op
cratio pretensions.

Z, ihe continued oppression of Black America, which became a

backdrop for the world to *"atrte U.S. imperialism's so-called demo-

cratic pretonsions.
S. t'he Sovi,et peace ini,tiatives in the latter part of the 195Os and
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tlre I(hnushchev visit to the United States, which helped to ooeor the
eyes of many Americans to the lies they had been^ told ab^out the
Soviet Union.

4. The reactionary role of the united states government in the
united Nations o, 

"i*ort 
all issues of p"ace and fieedom coming be-

fore that body.
5. The u-2 incident, the fight of powers over soviet territory at arr"u-d-"l a peace conference was in the making, and the fact thait

the President was unaware of what was taking pl"ace, which revealed
the sinister forces operating in the governmentlihe military-industrial
oomplex.

6. The eleotion of John F. Kennedy in lg60 on a platfolm ssiling
lor a m.ory 1rc_sitive _progJaT in the world, and th^e Bay of pigl
ffasco which followed in Cuba.

7. The missile confrontation in cuba, which historians will no
doubt record as a turning point in peace sentiment in the united
states' This was the event which, a6ove ail others, showed that as
betwesn the usSR and the united states the chief force promoting
a war program leading to the possible destruction of the whlole world
was ,the united states. The soviet union proved in this crisis that
when a showdown was in the ofiing it,repreiented a sane policn and
that the war maniacs were in the pentag6n, the cIA and Ju, govern-
ment generally.

8. The assassination of President I(ennedy, with strong indications
that rthe reason behind it was that he had begun to s"eek a more
peaceful path in foreign relations.

All of these events, coupled with a number of domestic problems
airising out of a war econo3l, tied the- question of the ffght for peac*
into almost every aspect of American IifL.

_Formerly rthe ideologists of u.s. imperiarism were able to tie the
affluence of the American people to [he poricies of u.s. capitalism
and war production. But during the last decade the canceroris char-
acter of the war economy has undermined this position. For what
has been revealed is a situation urdque in history. *u hrrr" an afiluenit
society existing alongside the most terrible forms of deprivation, star-
vation and misery. Almost all areas-housing, hearth, iibs, taxes, de-
terioration of the ci,ties-have been severely afiected.

- Thus-an aggressive imperialist war policy oombined with insecurity
for well over one-third of the nation has made the issue of peace a
vital force for soaial change,-for radical measures, for a deeper^inspec-
tion_of the whole_ system of capitalism. The foregoing has- ,"*"i to
p-d"*. one of the greatest movements for peace in the history of
the world.
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with the exception of the Russian Revolution, history ofiers no

greater exarnple o1 a people challenging tleir government in war time.
" Th" p""""^ *orr"mint, taken in its iotality, embraces the broadest

sectionJ of the American people. It includes many diverse_ elements,

among them pro-imperiatrist flrces who are oqqgt"g to the war in
Indoclina brrf srrpport a war policy in the Middle East and various

forms of racism at home.

But what is of speeial signiffcance is the fact that the broader

forces, including th^ese pro-iinperialist elements, oPerate under the

pressure of oneif the bioadest anti-imperialist movernents this coun-
^t y h"r ever seen. It is the initiative of this movement which is deter-

mining the direction of events.

The"militancy and determination of the youth-in their resistance to

war has all but made a shambtres of the whole draft system. The

pressure beoame so great that the U.S. lupleme 
Coyl was compelled

to bgalize moral res--istance to serving in-the armed forces. This situ-

ation"was created by the direct actions of tens of thousands of Amer-

ican youth.. AIso, for the ffrst time there is large-scale resistance to

the war insido the armed forces.
-Thus peac€, which was one of the main slogans of the October

Revolutlin of 1gI7, is today the locomotive pulling the cars of radical

change in the United States.

Wiih the peace movement increasingly assuming a more revolution-

arv charactei, the Black liberation forces no longer constitute the sole

;;"p il"ggiing ro, ,basic and fundamental changes' However' lhe

Lo*tf, of 
"a"vitil peace movement in the country has not kept pace

;toh A" aims ani aspirations of Black people in thgir struggle- fo1

freedom. As a conseqrince there have been strains and stresses which

have retarded the fuil potential of Black participation in the ffght for

p"""". But there ,r" ,r^o* discernable trends which are changing the

sihration.
The Black community, no less than the white people, is opposed to

the war Program of U.S. imperialism' It is constantly growing more

aware of thJl"g"Uon and in6reasing taxes due to war and the further

drtoiorrtiot, of ghetto life. Its growing opposition to war has been

shown in many ways. But it does not come to the surface in the same

proportion as'that of white Americans in the mass'ive demonstrations

iut fi, nru" rocked the nation in recent years. However, desPjte these

w"rk r"rrus Black people have made major contri'butions to the peace

movement' 
- +t.o loo,l+o ^s qll I he LeftSeveral years ago the leaders of all the organization: ol.t

and Center in the"oivil rights movement under the leadership of the

late Dr. Martin Luther King ioined with white peace forces to con'
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{uct- sorye- of the greatest demonstratioors in U.S, history. The re-
fusal to fight in vietnam was sparked by a trio who carne to be known
as the Fordham three. It included one Black and one puerto Rican
youth. The struggle against the draft was dramatized and accelerated

!y ,t q heavyweight boxing champi,on of the world, Muhamrnad Ali,
hirnsel{ a Black man.

_During jhil pqiod the struggle against the dra{t was also greatly
advanced by Black youth,on college campuses in the south, wh-o tooi.
up the slogan "Hell no, we wont gol"

[rough these and other developments the stage was set for Black
people to play a leading role in the evolving peace move*ent. But
for a number of rsasons this potential was not realized.

When the peace movement, that is, the white radical section, failed
to associate demands for ending the war in vietnam with demands
supporting the day-to-day pro6lems confronting Black people the
ground was laid for some Black leaders to begin leaving thi peace
movement.

Some of them expressed a feeling that the peace movement had as
its priority,the ending of the war in v'ietnam and was not concerned
about-the domestic problems of Black people. In substanoe, they said
that the war in vietnam could end but that the problems of 

'Black

people would still remain unless something was done about them now,
not later. A,nd since the peace movemont had the wzu as its priority,
Black people had to occupy themselves with Black freedom is their
priority.

Both of these tendencies were harmful to the stmggle to end the
war in vietnam and to Black liberation. Today a fresh Iook at these
interrelated problems is being taken by both peace and Black tribera-
tion forces.

In rnid-1970 the leaders of one of the radical seotors of the peace

lovgmelt carne together with the S.C.L.C., the organization ltid by
the late Dr. King, and discussed mutual problems. This sector of thl
peace movement at this w::riting is in the process of restructuring the
movement programmatically and in the leadership levels to assure
broader Black participation in future actions.

At a later date, the New Mobe, a peace center, came together with
the S.C.L.C., the Welfare League (an organization of Black welfare
mothers ) and others to form a new strategy center seeking to buLild
a new coalition which will unite all aspects of domestic problems with
those of foreign policy.

If these efiorts are successful, the groundwork will be laid to rnerrge
two oJ the greatest revolutionary currents in present-day America.
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The Threot of a Pokce State

Another curent which is causing a closer inspection of the whole
system of capitalism and is thereby a generator of ,revolutionary
energy is the ffght to keep the U.S. frorr becoming a police-state.

In:Chapter 7 we pointed out how trends toward fascism have been

rnanifested in previous periods.
Bu,t today we face a peril which is far more dangerous than in the

period lnown as the McCarthy era.

U.S. Communists, in assessing the sifuation, warn against tend-
e,ncies to view fascism as either already established or imrninent. But
at the same time we take note of a series of trends and efforts in this
direction. And we also take into account that the danger of sudden

leaps toward a fascist police state is inherent in the present situation.

This analysis is important because it lays the basis for avoiding
extremes of panic, fatalism and complacency. It is also important in-
asmuch as the former is already in evidence among some forces on

the American Lef,t. This, in large part, is the rationale behind moods

of desperation expressed in some youth and student circles, both

black and white.
If tlre CPUSA takes a more sober view it is born out of experience,

costly experience.

At the beginning of the McCarthy period we concluded that fas'

cism was ,imminent. In our endeavor to safeguard the organization,

to permit it to function under any and all conditions we adopted a

,rrrib", of measures which seriously afiected the capacity of the

Party to Eght back. We took the maior part of the organization unde,r-

ground arrd 
"or""rrtrated 

alrnost our total 
-energies 

upon defense

ivork. The,Party led the ffght against MaCarthyism in all its forrns-
against the Smith Act, thJ Taft-Hartley Aot, the McCartan Act and

oIh", n pr"ssive measures-and made many valulble contributions.

But thesi could have been even greater, especially in initiatives of
sbuggle of an ofiensive character, around the economic needs of the

peofb and the ffght for peace and Black liberation. Indeed, it was

[arf of the strategy of the enemy to keep us on the defensive.

In the face of unprecedented for,rns of brutality, oJ resistance in the

power struofure to the smallest conoessions, some forces on'the Left
tave adopted a posture of rhetoric and advooacy of tactics of struggle

which do not relieve the misery but help to compound it.

These harmful tendencies ,arise not only out of an incorrect assess-

ment of the situation but also out of a lack of faith in the people.

These people fail to understand that there are times when their

rhetoriJ add methods of shugglo ali€nate-"turn off{he very forces

which are required !o put an end to the fascist danger.
A goo-d example of this is what has happened to th! most outstand-

ing 
.sfudent organization on the colege 

-campuses 
of America, .the

students for a Democratic Society. F& severi.l years this or,ganiza-
tion was one of the most potent sociar protest movernents bn the
Arnerican scene. It came to see the neceJsity for the destruction of
captalism. Moreover it based i,tself on Marxism, even though with
great confusion. Notwithstanding this fact, it was far out in ldvance
oJ tho,American people. But this-was not the factor which t * 

""*uathe infuence of sDS 'to wane. Its inability to see clearly ,the present
silration and the path ahead Ied to inner strife whicl ,"r,rit d io
splitting the 

-organization 
into warring factions. In addition, the tac-

'ti.cs pursued_by-the weatherman faction have arienated many peopre
of good-will whose support is imperative if America is to'bL the
path to fascism. There aie- als_o similar signs of disarray in the Black
Panther P'arty, which we shall discuss h6r.

Thus a correct assessment of the situation, an appreciation for*"Fd" of struggle which lead to the invorvement of t oad masses,

3nd.an 
understanding of the nature of the struggle on the ideologicai

tront, are basic requirements to meet the problems posed b/ the
present day pro.fascist ofiensive.

what characterizes the new fascist wave in the united states? In
what-way-does it conhibute to the ereation of a revolutionary force?
Th"lly, what must b9 do_ne not only to curb it but to pr"r.rit future
developments along 'this line?

As was pointed out in Chapter Z:

The drive of the big corporations for world domination has been
,accompanieLly "ootirruous 

waves of pro_fascist reaction on th,
home front. The American people have iucceeded in bluntins someof th9 worst edges of this &iv', but the danger-"o"ti"?u, to
mount.

The mai,n forms that the fascist development took in previo,s
periods wero to set up the legal machinery [o undermine tnJ untted
states constitution, to shalpen racism and legal and extra-legal at-
lacla upon Black citizens, thus deepening thJ sprit along thJ colorIine, to'ndermine the opposition poiiucaliy and to des,troi complete-
ly tlre most advanced foice in opfositior,'th" communisi p".tr.

These features were portrayed in a previous chapter. And no# after
some impor,tant advances of the progressive forces-we confront a new
fascist thrust which not only co.rrbines an the fea,tures of the past but
has added ,another weapon to its arsenal, namely, organized iriot"o*
of a legal and extra-legal character.

Throughout the decade of the sixtios, especially since the assassina-
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for Black Americans is on the order of the day. This is an important
new feature of the present situation.

In,the early stage of the usage of violence, aside from political as-
sassinations, the Black community received the brunt of the attack.
But, as was the case in Germany, "the bell also tolls for thee." A
pattern of repression for Blacks was established which has spilled
,over to affeot all democratic forc.es in the Umited States.

This trend came to t}re surface a.t the National Democratic Party
Convention in 1968. Mayor Daley of Chicago showed in clear terms
what is in the offing for all Americans who dissent. When his polic.e
brutally beat down unarmed youth, women and children in the streets
of Chicago, the degree to which fassist-like insanity possesses these
reactionary forces was clear. Also, the physical attacks on newqpaper,
radio and television reporters and photographers set the stage for
Spiro Agnew, who later o1rcned up a vicior:s attack on ttre news media
which do not conform with his views.

All delegates at ttre Convention were under some form of lnlice
surveillance.

In mid-1970 the nation and the world were shocked by the use of
the National Guard to shoot down in cold blood unarmed white stu-
dents. These murders of white students followed on the mruders of
Black students in Orangeburg, South Carolina a few years earlier, as

well as upon the whole centuries-long history of the wholesale killing
of Black people. Agrd they were imrnediately followed, in turn, by the
murders of Black students in the states of Georgia and Mississippi.
ohus, what has been a history of attacks on Black youth has widened
to include whites as well.

But the depth of the attack on the people is also creating a counter-
force. Progressive people's movements are beginning to discern that
sorne fundamental changes are required to put an end to those fascist-
like attacks. Increasingly, people are concluding that violence is an
inherent part of capitalist society in decay, of a racist-led warfare
state.

And so the struggle to keep democratic channels open, to bar the
path to a fascist America, to blot out violence as a feature of our
society, merges with the ffght for Peace as a revolutionary current.
T'his, too, is closing the gap which existed heretofore between the
Black revolution and progressive white Amerioans.

(Tobe continued)

tion of President Kennedy in 1968, we have witnessed an unPrece-

dented wave of assassinaiions. In previous periods the rnain method

of getting rid of the opposition *ai to throw them in jail, to deprive

pu&fu ,ith" means of f,ve5hood, o,r to deport those oJ foreign origin.

ind whil" these methods still exist, today people's leaders are also

g,*"ed down'in outright gangster style'-In rnost cases, the real perpe--

f,ato,rs of these crimles il'".,r"" ,"*uined hidden in the background,

while their dupes are paraded as insane fcillers'

ln addltlon io violerlce which comes from behind &e scenes, the

machinery of the state increasingly comes into the oPen as a terroristic

fiorce. It is the 'terror of state-monopoly capitalism'

This fact is borne out by the peneira,tion of the governme_nlal ap-

e";;il, ;" a[ levels by pro-fasciJt elements. It is compounded by the

iact that the relationship but*."r, the executive branch of government

and the industrial_miliiary complex is closer than ever as the heavy

hand of the Ni:ron-Ago.* ed*ioistration hangs over the nation like

the sword of Damocles.

The police apparatuses in most maior cities are run by the most

,"r"tiori*y ,*"iri for""s. In most cases they oPerate as,a serni-in-

dependeni force and wield suoh powers that rnany _so-called 
liberal

,rroluors are afraid to tacHe them head on. But while these aPParatuses

"f,i** i"aependently of local authority there can be no doubt that

their action, "r" "orrrpletely 
in accord with those forces nationally

who would lead Arrerjca dlwn the path to fascisne. The violence of

,these police apparatuses against thi.people constitutes one of the

ma,in rie,w elements in the growth of the fascist menace'

The chief vietims of opei, government terror have been the Black

g#;. Almost without &geption the explosions there in the last ffve

!.rm t *" been caused by policemen murdering unarmed Black

yorrth. All ooer America mltitait Btnck youth arc hound.od doun and

mardered,.
i,f* poli"y of extermination of the opposition is a closo parallel to

*hrt hipp"rrud to the Jews in Nazi 
-Germany' 

The genocidal treat-

*"rrt or^it"ck peorple in general and youth- in particular is 
.accom-

p"oird by other'sirister mJthods to des'troy the ffghting capacity of a

i"opfu. thunu is much evidence that the police -aPfarat= 
works in

i""ir" with dope pushers. The situation of the dope traffic in some
jl?; il;;r"U'.a lUr-i"g proportions. A- doctor recently estimated

that one out of three people in Inarbn'l is-affected in one way or an-

o,ther bv the dope uafic. 
^Thi, *"u"t roughly three hundred thousand

p*pf".'ftfr"y dhildr"r, are born with the efiects of dope already in

their bodies.*.TlU*, 
,t pr* of the wave of violence that grips America' genooide
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The l\[eed for a Natinnal
Ilefense [rganization

In his report to a recent meeting of the National Committee of
the Communist Party, General Secretary Gus Hall warned of new
dangers arising out of the Nixon Administration's invasion of Cam-

bodia. He warned further that though the erosion of the democratic
process had long been in the making, the President's action, taken

without consulUng either the Congress or even all members of his

Cabinet, was a qualitatively new step in this direction. He spoke

of a nation in crisis; of a constitutional crisis. He elaborated on how
the stepped-up repression was designed to silence the millions who

oppore-th" *rt, ,od who demand that war expenditures be diverted
to the war against poverly at home.

However, his main thrust was the new and higher level of struggle

of millions on the march to stop Nixon. He stated that given

proper leadership the democratic aud radical forces are- porverful

inough to prevail. Eoerything I sant on a recent tour of the unileil
States oeri.fies this esti,nw,te,

Two America^s

Going across the country was like experiencing two Americas;

"',r"ry*L"r" 
one sees the crisis of the cities, the moral and physical

degeneration of this society; t}re massive oppression of the poor,

especially of racial minorities. The Black peoplg receive the main

brunt of-the attack. The wanton murder of Black people, especially

rnilitants, has become comrnonplace. The American Indians who

daily feel the whiplash of oppresiion are also singled out for lPecial
attack. Their brufd and callous treatment is a national scandal. So

also is the stepped-up attack upon the Chicano and Puerto Rican

peoples. Even this is not the full extent of repression. To be non-

irr-iie, to be a youth, especially with l,ong hair, to- be a-ffghter on

the picket line ior your }elow-worker, to be intellectually inclined

in a Inow-nothing environmen! to be humanistic-all are suspect

and subiect to police surveillance.
The iails are- full of Black prisoners. In california, where Black

people are 8 per cent of the population, they constitute 42 per cent
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of tle iail population. In Chicago there were 1400 prisoners languish-
ing in the Cook County iail, of whom 90 per cent were awaiting
trial and unable to provide bail. Of those charged with felonies, only
5 per cent will go to trial; the others will plead guilty to a lesser

charge on advice of a public defender to whom this is usually a
matter of routine. There is also the court-appointed lawyer who
is paid so much per head, who all too frequently succumbs to the
temptation of making more money by handling more cases per
week, so he, too, gets his clients to "cop a plea." Besides, he is
often beholden to a judge who may have bought his iob. This is
one roason why the Soledad case, whcih so glaringly ex[]oses prison
conditions, is of national importance.

With respect to the Communist Party, there are danger signs.
These exist not alone in the attempt to indict Amold Johnson, a
Party leader, for contempt of Congress for his refusal to appear
before the House Internal Security Cornmittee, or in the rnoves of the
Suibversive Activities Control Board to cite as Comrnunist front organ-
izations the New York Centor for Marxist Education and the Young
Wiorkers Liberation League. Arttempts are being rnade in some quar-
ters to tag the Party with boing the behind-the-scones perpetrator of
the counter-violence now so widespread. This is the meaning of the
public campaign to ffnd Angela Davis gurlty without trial. Putting
her on the ten most wanted list of the F.B.I. is tantamount to giving
the police license to gun her down to prevent a trial. These attempts
are not alone intended to rekindle the McCarthyite weapon of red-
baiting. They are also intended to implicate the Communist Party
in the bloody San Rafael courtroom incident. This is the stuff from
which frame-ups are made. We must not ignore it.

A bi-annual report of the California State Senate Subversive Ac-
tivities Committee was made public just days prior to the San

Rafael event. Its main thesis is that the Communist Putty, which
everyone thought was dead, has quietly inftltrated all the New Left
organizations, especially the Panthers. And as members of New Left
organizations become dissatisffed, they ioin the Communist Party.

The report goes on to say that we Communists let the Panthers
and other militants do the violent work while we sit safely behind
the scenes as advisors. Its whole tenor is that we are the ones
behind today's violence. The report itself is a provocation. We
would. do uell to heed the warning and. prepare for any eoentuality.
After all, the forces of rqnession lanow, as we dq that Communists
are the only ones in the world who have overthrown eapitalism,
and this is not speculation.
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I believe that the attack upon the Panthers and other militants
has two objectives. One is to crush their movements in the bud
because capitalism realizes that, in view of mass discontent among
the people, the potential of any challenging force is to be viewed
with concern. Second, they would like now, before any major drive
is made against our Parly, to crush any potential allies we might
have.

It is within this framework that we must see the significance of
the threat to indict Arnold Johnson. Should he be indicted, all
possible forces must be mobilized for his defense.

The other America I witnessed is made up of people's forces
of all races and creeds, organized into numberless defense com-
mittees and ffghting back bravely with all they have. Yet, with it all,
most victims are unlnown and get no defense at all.

Everywhere I went there was need of more direction. Committees
are floundering for Iack of experience. Assistance is needed both in
developing policy and in defense techniques.

In the above-mentioned report, Gus Hall said: 'IMe must now
set our course, ffx our priorities, assign our forces so that we work
toward the crystalization of a broad people's alliance, an alliance
which will gather all the forces of rebellion into a coalition that
will have the power to challenge the policies of the monopoly-
military-industrial complex on all levels, on all fronts. That is the
key link."

He spoke of the need for a 'ieal New Left," one that would
understand its responsibilities toward the broader democratic forces
and the importance of Left unity as a means of realizing this
approach. This is how he posed the question: "We cannot move
seriously to build a broader people's all,iance unless we undertake
seriously the coalescence of Left unity that will be its very backbone."

TIw Rol.e of Corurutnists

On this basis I see two concurrent massive drives in an efiort to
build a solid foundation for a broad people's alliance in the United
States. One is a drtue on, the peace front ai.d.ed by. the founding of
m Anti-lmperialist Peace Center with a full anti-imperinlist prograrn.
Tlw other is a ilrioe on the d.emocratic front, for the preseroation
and. greater extension of demacracy in the U.S. With respec-t to the
latte4 tlw essential rwed is to bri,ng into being a neu) national organi-
zation as the center from uhich to conduc't the fi$ht. In regard to both
centers tlw obiectioe would. be to infirce both mooements, nou)

flwd,ering in terms of ihrection, with a oorking-class approach to
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tlwir problems, and, to proiect programs consistent with this. Slch
centers can become new homes for new radical forces where Com-
munists and non-Communists can work together on programs that
are mutually acceptable. This will serve to broaden the power base
of the Left, to put forces, working-class troops of all races, at the
cornmand of the Left. Thereby the Left can help to bring aibout the
necessary alliances and coalitions and to guarantee the kind of
perspective that will help them to grow and serve our nation better.

Today there are huge numbers of forces at work in the ffght-back
against repression, but there is also much proliferation of effort.
There are conflicting trends relative to the ffghtback and the almost
total lack of coordination around major cases nationally. While
everyone has been 'doing his thing," few have been defending the
Communists or overtly ftghting anti-Communism. This condition is
a threat not only to our Parly but also to the peoplds movement.
At the same time, Communists in many places have been active
in the movements which do exist, and have in most cases been
responsible for bringing about a number of conferences against re-
pression. Where this is taking place, some sem,bla,nce of unity is
being brought about.

The main thrust of our line in the ffght against repression must
be to build alliances and coalitions wherever we can infuence
events. However, the question arises how we can increase our
power base in order to play an effective role in influencing the
broader democratic movement to ffght for the preservation of democ.
racy and its extension to the millions who have never had it: the
poor and especially the Black and other raeial minorities. In this
context there arises the question of whether and how to build a new
national organization.

In this connection, it is clear that we Communists will not increase
our ability decisively to infuence the ffght against repression with-
out an effective ffght for the legality of our Parly. No one respects
those who do not ffght for themselves. No one will ffght for us if we
dont ffght for ourselves. Our credentials to give leadership to others
and our legitimate place in the general movement against repression
can omly be understood, and win respeot of others, if we set an
example, working in our own defense as well as in the defense of
others.

Concretely, this means ffghting against the indictment of Arnold
Johnson. It means smashing the current attempt to revive the
McCarran Act indicated by the Attomey General's efforts to haul
the Young Workers' Liberation League and the New York Center

I

il
I

il
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for Marxist Education before the Subversive Activities Control Board
(the school hearing is scheduled for November 13th). It means a

ffght to repeal the McCarran Act. It means a ffght for access to the
ballot everywhere. It means a struggle to eliminate anti-Communist
hiring restrictions in defense plants and government jobs. And it
moans a ffght for the deletion of anti-Communist clauses in all
union cpnstifutions, and for the reinstatement of Gene Robol, who had
successfully fought for the right of Corrununists to be ernployed in
'def,ense" industries, to full rnembership in the IAM. In short, what
is neoded is a oomprehensive campaign against anti-Communism in
geareral, always associating our oppression as a political minority with
the qryression of all other minorities.

A national organization to meet todayt requirernents should be
composed of both Communists and non-Communists who subscribe
to the concepts here outlined, with identiffable leaders of the Com-
munist Party sharing leadership with others.

It should have a comprehensive program to meet the constitutional
crisis. It should wrest the national banner, the American flag, from
the bloodstained hands of the ruling class who have deffled it and
from the ultra-Right who have pre-empted it, It rwst be made for
tlw first ti,mo in Amerinan history tlw banner of all the peopb.

It should become an organization which understands that the ffght
against racism is absolutely central-the main ingredient in the at-
tempt to achieve a people's unity against repression.

It must become a movement which seeks alliances with all the
oppressed, based on the common denominator which exists among
them and exposing the oppressor-the imperialist ruling class.

It must become a movement which, precisely because it is on the
side of the oppressed, will ffght for the rights and the legality of
the Communist Party. And it will do so not alone from an abstract
"rights" point of view but because the Communist Party is among
ttre oppressed as well as the defender and champion of all oppressed
peoples.

It should be a movernent which will defend victims of repression
both legally and through mass campaigns.

It should help to organize medical services and ffrst-aid to viotims
of police brutality at demonstrations, on picket-lines, and strive to
service political prisoners and their families.

It must have a youg, vigorous and imaginative working class
leadership of all races, with identiffable young leaders of the Com-
munist Party sharing leadership with other progressive forces.

It was with the aim of reviewing the ideas set forth above that
this writer was sent about the United States to talk with everyone
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we could reach and to try to see tlese problems through the *eyes

of others." I talked with more than seventy-eight people in aII walla
of life, and I posed the following questioru to each:

Tlwough the Eyes of Others

What is your estimate of the situation in the U;S. now with re-
spect to repression?

Are therc accepable oommon denorninators which oould lead to
greater unity of tle repressedP

What defense can Communists expect, should the attack upon
the Communist Party be stepped up?

When I met directly with a victim or a victimt family, I ato
asked how the Communist Party could help.

I saw only those who would see me as a member of the National
Committee of the Communist Party. I was received with a great
deal of interest and good will. Most of those I talked with were non-
Communists. Some were themselves victims of repression or were
members of the families of victims.

Most were intensely interested in the kind of questions a repre-
sentative of the Communist Parly would ask; many took notes of
these questions. On the present state of affairs in the country, I found
almost unanimous agreement with the estimate made at our National
Committee meeting. There were only two exceptions. One A.C.L.U.
director thought Nixon was softening his approach; another felt
things were worse tlan I stated, that the power of the military-
industrial complex is out of reach of the lrcwer of the people to
control, that things may have gone beyond the point of no return.

Some pointed out that the danger is greater today than in the
McCarthy era due to the greater power of the executive branch of
the governnnent as cornpared to the Power that MoCarthy once
wielded. However, it was also emphasized that the people's forces are
suficiently powerf,ul to throur back the attac\ that in ,this reqpect we
are not back in a McCarthyite period. AII who were asked whether
the Communist Parly would be defended unequivocally said yes in
their various ways.

On the question of unrty in ffghting back the response was gen-

erally disappointing. With the exception of one or two, it was agreed
that unity was desirable. One thought unity was a bad tactic. He
argued: Why create one target if you expect the attack to be stepped
up? It would be better to have parallel activities and more centers;
this would make it more difficult for Nixon to hit the target.

Geororally, the gloom with respect to the possibiliy of ,rnity
emanated from an aw.Lreness of the following factors which tend to
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divide people; the sharp, contradictory, ideological trends; the

*hir* 6"ti""o militants Ind Uberals, between youlq- and old; be-

t*"", white and black, as well as between black and black; the rela-

tion between Black miiitants and Black liberals and professionals; the

seoaration between the bulk of labor and other forces; differences

b"'tw"un Chicano and Black; Chicano and white, etc'

These were reactions to real problems'

Som" agr"ed that unity could be achieved in some cases around

" 
rpu"in" issue-but not a broader unity of the oppres'sed'-J'[ot all felt

af ;"r, some felt that unity might be achieved locally but saw

nothing on the national horizon'
Do these reactions throw our policy of alliances into question?

f alnt think so. I believe a vanguard role, even if it puts us some-

what ahead of the masses, must be exercised relative to this matter'

foi tttit, as we said at the start, is the key need now' At the same

iir*, "*, as the very possibilities of unity were being questioned'

a number of ,r"""rrl-irrf conferences against repression- have- taken

fU"u, and others are being prepared now-one in Southern Califor-

iia, another in Seattle, etc.

S oma I dedo gical Questi'ons

we have a job to do in convincing our potentiat allies that unity_of

action "rr, "rd 
must be achieved in face of the attack upon the

;;;rrr, t;hat zuch unitg can -and 
mast transcend id'eological differ'

Z*Zt.I should like in- this light to discuss briefly three ideological

matters.
L. On Blnck anil white unilV. For some time after the popularizing

of the Black Power slogan and the new popular emphasis upon

Bl";k unity, both "o.""ptt 
long 3dvanced by 1f, tt*" were those

who attribuied to the Black people as a whole the characteristics of

" r*rU minority leaning toward separatism' Those who did this

iended to give up the most important weapon against exploitation

in all its fL*r, proletarian internationalism,. To them, black and

white unity began to seem irrelevant or at least something that

would be irrelevant for a long time to come'

what was most disturbing about this view was that it placed the

failure for black and white umty on the shoulders of the Blaek

people. How convenient an accomodation this is to the racism of

in t ii"rt It was under this fraudulent facade that SDS and other

qroups iustiffed their lily-white character, claiming that 'the Blacls

iriU fo their own thing." We still ftnd hangovers of this approach'

For instance, in the case of students the only defense com'naitttees I

g,
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ran across were around cases involving white campus youth, com'

mittees which were themselves all white. of course this was not

ili;;i oi oth", defense committees-I participated in' However' I
did ffnd other instances where at confereirces against repression there

were too few Black ParticiPants.
Upon investigatioriit *ri ","y 

to determine why' sometimes from

nh"i. f"opl" ti'emselves. Many, especially the militants, had a wait-

;;;; ,foror"t , "Iet's see what the white folks will do"' said one

t""r,g feliow. "Let's see what the action witl be," sa'id another. Erery-

{"fr"ri whether it was in Chicago, Southern California, Northern

C"iifo*i", Seattle or Minneapoliq where the victim was Black or

Brown or Red, committees were integrated, and relations in struggle

;;;; goCId. rhx x wlry the fight aglinst racism must becoma tha

corneistune of our ilaiense potlcA. It is the only avemre-to the

realization of th" full potenti*l of th" democratic and radical forces

to defeat the common enemy of all'
i. O" Violence.I had a tali with the rnother of one of the Soledad

vi"tims one day. she spoke of how very difioult she ffnds it to get

ou*I" to believe that ihe system does such iniustices as haye hag

i""'"a to the Soledad Brothers. She said, "If we could only com-
'municate better. You lnow, some of t}e extremists so distort things

ah;t ih;y create a further obstacle to communicating with the aver-

,g" p"rtorr." It was not much over twenty-four hours- later that

f"rtfr* Jackson, a remarkable and heroic young man of seventeen,

iell dead ln a rain of bullets during an adventurist atternpt !o free

orisoners from a San Rafael courtroom, thus jeopardizing the defense

k tn" Soledad Brothers.
Here, too, a mass educational campaign is required' We must point

out thai only mass political action o-n 
-a 

large- scale can win-support

to stop the genocidal attack upon Black people and o'her minorities.

W" "i.,tt 
sh"ow that with eveiy bomb and sniper's bullet thousands

of people are thrown into our enemy's -camP 
or n-erltrafed, and

li"eire^is taken by the police to step up their genocidal activity. We

must show that so-calied counterviolence has nothing to do with

the inalienable right to self-defense'

in placing the 
-onus for violence where it belongs, on the rulers

of Arierica-and their police, we should warn the movement about

the activities of the undercover agents at work-that in Seattle

and New York it was police agents who placed the bombs -to 
frame

their confederates and loose another reign of terror upon the move-

ment, and especially upon the Black people. It must be driven home

that counterviolence is sabo'tage of the freedom movement.
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No socially aware person and, of course, no one who has felt the
yhr,plash of_oppres-sion on his o,rm life, can fail to feel anguish fo,r
those who, due to frustration, take measures which are se[-Eefeating
and defeating to others. But the crurent counterviolence is not pri-
marily the produot of frustration. Its main root is a wrong political
estimate of the period in which we stmggre. rt stems 

"frmarily
from the idea that we are living and ffghti+ under fascisir. Thus,
anything goes, pull out the stops, or there will be no tomorrow. This
is the weatherman ideology, if you can call it ideology. This is the
meaning of the Panther endorsement of the san nafael afiair. This
is misleadership from wherever it oomes-from the weathe'men or
the Panthers. such an approach can only strengthen the enemy of
all the people. As such, it must be exposid.

I think that the statement of comrades Henry winston and Gus
Hall, which expresses understanding of the roots of the san Rafael
tragedy and at the same time opposes aU acts of desperation, moves
in this direction. sympathy and compassion for the^Jonathan Jack-
s-ons- cal best be expressed- in directing their efiorts toward winning
the battle for freedom, rather than toward suicide.

Those who are not engaged in these struggres 'have no problem.,,
But those who are have often found it difficult to advocate^a correct
position with respect to violence and at the same time maintain
their relations with those heroic ffghters who are influenced by
theories of counterviofencg. It is not easy, but on principle it must
be done. We must help them to do this.

3. on tlw Relntion of the Fight for Demo*acy to the socialist
Reoolutionz At the outset of ttre formation of thl New Left, the
main way in which the failure to understand this question expressed
itself was_in a rejection of struggles for reform ,r luirrg a fo"- of
accommodation to the Establish,rrnent. In rnany quarter-s this view
still exists, though its support has narowed somewiat

,lccording to one aspect of this approach, the ffght for democracy
is forbidden. To ffght for the coniutuuou and [e Bill of Rights
is sheer heresy. others, usi')g this as a starting point, wifl permit
no serious legal defense of a client, craiming tiat ihe obiective
of courtroom activity is to expose and smash 

-the 
courb.

A person who participated in the last National Executive Board
meeting of the National Lawyers Guild, where the above trends
and others evidenced themselves, wrote a paper in which he de-
scribes the two major trends within the Guild. one he calls .con-
stitutionalism," the other'tadicalism." The'constitutionalists,, are
influenced by the experiences of the otd Left of the sO's and 40,s.
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I quote him: *The organized Left was in the desperate situation

of iaving lost its pop.rlar base and being forced to seek protection

against ripression it&" tt " 
liberal community' There Y"s T almost

,right*rtisi preoccupation with umty, pulling tggether the least

"ot*oo denominator of support you could ffnd. Ultimately this

theory stood for the proposiiion that revival of the peoplet move-

ment of the S0's *a nb'r would take place primarily aro.nd a

militant struggle to secure an extension of the libertarian promises

of the Consti[]tion.' He goes on to describe radicalism more vaguely.

The main error of the writer is to treat the struggle for con-

stitutional rights as a tactic, a tactic to win the support of the civil

libertarian c|mmunity, and nothing else. There are many other mis-

conceptions, but whai stands out is the author's failure to under-

stand that the ffght for democraey is a part of the_ revolutionary

pro""rr. This misrinderstanding is common on the so-called New Left.

Lenin poinrts out that a sooialist revolutioor is_ not- a single act

but a while process of conficts, of numerous battles of an economic

and political-nature, which can only culminate in the expropriation

of thl bourgeoisie. 'He says: "It would be a fundamental mistake

to suppose tf,at the struggle for democracy can divert the proletariat

from^ihe socialist ,"volrrtiot, or obscure, or overshadow it, etc"'

He further states that the protretariat cannot be victorious witlr-

out a rnany-sided revolutionary struggle for democracy' This

. . . implies that it is neoessary to formulate and prt forward
all these demands, not in a reformist, but in a revoluti_onary way;
not bv keepins within the framework of bourgeois legality, but by
Ur""tiirg fiooirgh it; not by conffning oneself to parliamentary

6;ffi and vJrbal protests, but by-diawing the masses into real

;iir";by ;idening ind fomenting the struggle fo1 gve.v.kind of
i""a^*"i.td, demJcratic demand, right up to-and including the

direct onslaught of the proletariat against the _bourgeoisie, i.e., 
-to

tfr" ro"iAlrt rEvolution, .irt i"t will expropriate the bourgeoisie. The

*"frtfri revolution may break out, not-only in consequence of a
giu"i tt it u, a street demonstratio,n, a hunger riot, a mutiny in the

ir*"a forces, o,r a colonial rebellion, but- also in consequence of
any potiucal crisis, like the Dreyfus afiair, the zabern -incident,
or'ir^ "*r"ction 

with a referendum on the secession of an op
pressed. nati,on, etc. (Selected Worlcs, International Publishers,

\ew Yorlq Vol. V, PP. 2(i8, 269.)

In a difierent way, the ffght for democracy is not always clearly

rrnderstood within our own ranks. An examination of our work

would show that most often the ffght for democracy is not handled

as a central question, along with the ffght against poverty and for
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peace. If we are to seriously embark on the matters dealt with in
this article, a change in this must take place.

Furtlwr Conchnions

The following are some further conclusions which can be drawn
from the experiences of my tour:

First, most people ffghting against repression agree with the
estimate sf our Party with respect to this matter at our National
Committee meeting. They believe that millions of other people
share our concern.

Second, many people realize that the present proliferation of
effort of the democratic forces in the ffghtback is an obstacle to
rcalizrng the full potential power of tlle people's movement; yet
most are unable to determine how unity can be achieved, md
would take a lead from us were we to provide an answer.

Third, though there are ominous stirrings in ruling-class circles,
in their efforts to revive red-baiting and to renew their attack
upon our Party, a massive movement can be organized to oppose this.

Fourth, thousands of victims of repression in our country need
our Party's experience and dedication in the ffght against oppression.
In respect to some of the current defense cases in the courts, there
should be a national effort to free the victims. These are among
the many reasons why there is a need for a national organization
along the lines outlined above.

Fifth, we can learn much from the people engaged in the struggle
for freedom, but we must develop a style of work which permits
this.

Clearly, the forces of reaction can be defeated-the democratic
and radical forces are most powerful-our task is to unleash this
power by giving it able leadership.

R. A. I'TYANOVSKY

l,enin's foncePt of

Nonrapitalist llevelopment.

The term, 'honcapitalist road of development,'is not entirely satis-

factory. Inieed, if approached in 'the abstract, the whole concept

;;;t rather vulrr"r-alle, primarily because it ofiers nothing save a

;;;"ti* attitude toward 
-cipitalism. 

But granted it is not capitalist

in"clirection, just what is i'tf And a'e therl any others in our epoch

beside the capitalist and the socialist ones?

N egdi,on-"Left' and, Right

Anyattempttodeffnethisconceptfromstrictlyformal.logical
poJ,io", ir,"viiably leads to a nega,tion of it. And here is where its
Ii"ltirt- and Rightist critics come together. The former deny the

"* ,"rr*ility ;f the initial gerreral-democratic stage of progress

toward socialism undet the leidership of anti-imperialist national'

democratic forces and declare that 
-such a movement is purely

u""'e""i". They denounce the socialist leanings of national democrats,

;#1j;ociatist slogans. The latte-r identify the progressive reforms

io Arirr, and African"countries with socialism, allowing themselves

io u" aa"aed by slogans on the guiding role of the working people,

the vanguard party, ind even the acceptance of Marxism'Leninism'

But neifher thle former nor the latter take fully into account ttre

political and ideological context- that imparts a special meaning to

[t 
"ru 

,tog"rrs and iatements, which, though they 
-sometimes 

sound

perfectly'Marxist, cannot be considered in isolation from the concrete

historical situation.
.Leftist" liquida,tion in regard to noncapitalist_development, involv-

i.g trr" demalnd that radical nationalists should recognize scientiffc

,oii"Ur* immediately and immediately establish the power of the

;;rkhg class, is fraught with dangerous pseudo-revolutionary adven-

turism. It is apt to testroy the still weak, and numerically small,

socialist elements, it involves an overestimation of their maturity and

;;;th, and leails to a disastrous split of the united anti-imperialist

-6oq Istor'ii, No. 4, 19?0. {ry]ilrr -translation ftom Beprints froyn
*o'siilii"prure. tif . present the first half in this issue. The second half
will appear in the November issue. 

tl
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front. It leads to rntea:nal struggle among progressive groupings,
which now have, and will continue to have for {uite som--e time to
come, common obiective interests in the implementation of anti-
imperialist, dernocratig and anti-capitalist reforms. The international
communist movement rejects such an irresponsible, adventuristic line.

Rightist liquidationism of noncapitalist development is linked with
an idealistic view of the progress of some of the Asian and African
countries; with total disregard for concrete historical conditions, which
makes it impossible to launch any direct endeavors at all-out socialist
construction; with underestimation of the fact that the class forces
now in power in the progressive countries of Asia and Africa are
heterogeneous and contradiotory. It must be stated that this aftitude
toward,noncapitalist development is similarly rejected by the inter-
national communist movement. Today there is no longer any doubt
that noncapitalist development does not involve the building of social-isl proper but constitutes a special stage of historical development,*which ofiers an opportunity to liquidate the backwardness inirerited
from th-e co-lonial past and to create conditions for the going over
to socialist development."* This thesis has found consistent-expression
in the documents of the International Meeting of comm,riist and
Workers' Parties, held in Moscow in June, 1g6g.

Rejection of the idea of noncapitalist deveropmen( both from the
Right and from the *Left.,u 

represents a desire to fft actual reality into
theoretical schemes that proved efiective in other historical conditions.
It does not take into account the speciffcity of the position of former
colonial states, which have gained independen", ii * epoch when
socialism has become the main force of world deveropi,,ent. This
faotor ofiers the so-called third worrd" new, historicily still un-
tested, opportunities for social progress. Any attempt to reduce un-
conditionally the development of yo"ng states, full of contradictions
as they are, to either capitalism or ro"i"lir* alone, ignores rthe great
,diversrty of their transitional stages and periods, 

"which, 
it o.rgt,

'1*"t _ 
complete qualitative deffnitiveness, are neverther"ss capable

of creating opportunities and prerequisites for socialis,t trrrrfor*auonr.
The importance and duration of such stages are particurarry great
in the "third world," which is confrontea with the iask of ,"iri"rriog
socialism without having to live _through the stage of dweropei
capitalist society. They are marked by contradictoiness and some-
times by a lack of clarity in the balance of crass forces, by aniances
of all the progressive elements, among which there are robJarrua

* Kommaniat, 1969, No. 9, p. 22.
*V.I. Lenin, Cottacteit Works, Vol. XXXIV, p. 190 (Russ. Ed')'
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difierences and even antagonisms. The success of socialist orientation

and its ffrm establishmeni in the entire life of a country or nation

J"p"rat largely, in these conditions, on the correctness, far-sighted-

ness, and realism of political guidance.

The noncapitalist road of development stands for precisely this

kind of transitional period. It represents an exceedingly complicated

combination of socioeconomic and political processes, and opens up

prospects for progress and socialis*l th" reforms carried out at this

ItagJ rt ip cap^itafism of its charaoter of natural historical inevitability,

,oi bru"ik the ground for progress toward socialism, which will
a"p""a wholly oi th" degree of th" pr"p"r"dness and maturity of the

reiolutionary-democratic for""r. In his article, oThe Impending Catas-

trophe and How to Fight It," written in 
-mid-September, 

1917, V' I'
i""i" pointed out, .1717e cannot be revolutionary democrats in the

Wentieih century and in a capitalist country if wa fear to advance

toward socialism."s

one may say that if in the closing third of the twentieth cenhrry,

at a time when the world socialist system plays a decisive role, the

revolutionary democrats in a country that is far from being either

capitalist or developed chose to pursue a policy not in the interests

of ,the landlords and capitalists but against them, in the interests of

the broad popular *"r*s, "then this is a-step_toward_socialism." If,
as Lenin sireised in speaking of the developed capitalist nations, 'it
is impossible to advanie from monopolies without advancing toward

sociallsm," then those states which have rid ,themselves of colonial

domination also can follow no other road forward except that leading

toward socialism. There they can abolish their age-old baclo'vardness

and, in alliance with the socialist systern, secure econo,mic independ-

ence from imperialism.

It would seem that this idea of advancing along the road of progress,

under the guidance of revolutionary democracy, is sufficiently clearly

expressed in tt " concept of 'honcapitalist development," which has

thi indisprrtable advantage of being abreast of the level of con-

temporary historical experience, of not lagging behind it, -but also

not ioresialling events to such lengths as to l,ose contact with reality.

Among the national democrats who head the initial general democratic

perioJ of noncapitalist developrnent we ffnd the rather widespread

view that every country striving to reiect capitalism has its own,

inimitable, purely national way of going over to socialism, its own
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'national model,'so to speak, which is neither subject to the influence
of rthe general laws operating in an early transitional period nor even
in need of them. A desire to prove that these countries will in-
evitably advance along a "different" road, distant from the one along
whieh other peoples have advanced or are advancing toward social-
ism, is typical for leaders and ruling circles of various national-
democratic states. At a closer glance, however, we see rthat absolutely
all the social reforms carried out by national democrats in the
countries developing along the noncapitalist road, be it in restricting
or expropriating the landlords and their own or foreign capitalists,
in conducting the agrarian or industrial policy, or in the sphere of
labor legislation, are linked very closely indeed with the general
laws formulated by scientiffc socialism for the revolutionary-democratic
stage of the national liberation revolution, for its transitional forms
in fie direction of socialism. Thus one's own "model of socialism,'
pro-ves 

-to 
be nothing more nor less than a temporary and historically

explicable tribute to the ideological immaturity,and nationalistic views
that are typical for the balance of classes and development of class
struggle in any given country.

P r er e q uisi,t es f or S ocialisrn

A socialist revolution requires deffnite technological-economic ancl
sociopotritical prerequisites. This is an indisputable thesis of scientiffc
socialism. However, Leninism comes out categorically both against
the absolutization of technological-economic prerequisites, against the
establishment of a ffxed, rigidly deffned economic and cultural level
at which alone it may be possible to build socialism ('hlthough no
one can say just what that precise level of culture'is,"o Lenin wrote),
and against the vulgar, deterministic views that a revolution's political
prerequisites arise entirely as a result of economic growth. Herein
lies the distinction between Leninism and the ideology of Right-
wing Europe-an social-de,rnocrary with its slavish irnitation of the past
and its absolutization of European models.

,In tihe o,prnio,n of social-demoorats, it is only the advaneed oountries
of Western Europe that have achieved a level allowing for the build-
ing of socialism. As to the countries of Africa, Asia and Eastern
Europe, including Russia in 1917, they were supposed to wait for
the establishment of socialism in the highly civilized West.

V. I. Lenin rejected these bourgeois-reformist concepts that shaeHed
the revolutionary energy of millions in the colonial and semicolonial

rV.f. Lenin, CollecteilWorke, Yol. XLV, p.381 (Russ. Ed.). * Ibu.
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world. Instead, he gave them confidence that they could contribute

to ithe building ,f ,""rJit* with their- own revolutionary efforts'

Lenins article, 
..O", i;;;i;orrl i, fflled_ with ideas about the dis-

tinctive forms and th"';;i o'a"t ot {evel3nment -"i^"o:""t*
countries. tt" pro"""J' fi6* tl'u premise that in an epoch of im-

perialism and socialisi"'"'"i"tilt'"revolutionary situationl may also

arise in the absence';f ;;;";h;'r*i"l-d"*ocratic doctrinaires call

the objectiv" ""or,o*iJ 
p'L'"q"itii"s oJ socialism' and that it would be

unforgivabl" to r"gt'#'ffi;;;'f'l'"tol'tionary outbursts and

not to see in them ";;f;;"i 
development of the world revolution.

The article, *f i"f''deJs ""i ""fy 
ivith the revolution in Russia

but also with approaching revolutions in the Orient' is keyed to the

idea that the undisputablJ u"t of economic prerequisites for progress

;;;;;;p"*"t"a to a certain extent by political prerequisites;

that the latter can -"a'l*t U""o*" the basis for the creation of eco-

nomic prerequisitet' 'ii;"ff;ilievel o! culture is required for the

build.ing of socialisml i"* Y"ote' 
"whv cant we begin by ffrst

achieving tfr" pr","qi'i* ]o' that leve1 of ""1t"'" 
in a revolutionary

ffi;ffi iini*itt','ti" "iaot 
the workers' and peasants' government

and the Soviet ,y*"'", p**{ to overtakg the other'nations?"]

It is also in this light that Lenin sary the- approaching revolutions

in the East, and i ;";;;;1y tur.tir that thJrevolutionary spirit of

Leninism manifested itself, allowing o3r Party and-the international

Communist *orr"*".i no dir"u*, 
^r^lyr", 

and back the huge revo-

lutionary potentialities 
-"f 

tf'" p"opl"t of colonial and dependent

nations which ,r" ,[i'iog spontanei'utly to turn the struggle against
'i-p"i"frr* 

also into a stirggle against capitalism. The current history

of the UAR, Algerr", r'iUi] Syia, Suitan' Somali' T"rrTo-tl' Congo

(Brazzavlle), Guinea, "'i B"t*" i1..a patent example of this' There

is no doubt that t#e-;*"*pf"t wifl 6e followed by many others'

Moreover, Lenins ;;;;;;t ii tr'" revolutionary potentialities of the

coloniar nations is d'evoid of any trace of subjectivism. rt is founded

on an all-around ,"i"rrtit" analysis of actual reatty, because the revo-

lution's political pt;;;Gtt9; Le this selfsame obiective reality' and

demand the most ";;;i ;;rhation of the class pailern of society, the

economic situation, if'" U"t*"u of political forces' ideological trends'

etc.
If we consider the prospects of the revolutionary development of

Afro-Asian countries r-* ttt" point of view of obiective prerequisites,

it will beoome obvio,r, that ihe majority of them have neither the
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tochnological-economic nor the political prerequisites for an immediate
implementation of socialist transformations. This, however, does not
mean that the Asian and African peoples are incapable of exerting
conscientious efiorts to bring socialism closer or of 'rvorking for social-
ism, and, moreover, working for it not through creating a capitalist
society, as advanced by those who would sacriftce revolutionary
potential to superffcially understood economic determinism, but by
by-passing capitalism, more or less, by obviating the need for it and

its {eveloped forms. In the epoch when the world socialist system
has become the main factor of historical development, such oppor-
tuniues are open to practically all states that have rid themselves
of colonial domination.

In 1882 Friedrich Engels wrote that one could adduce only rather
useless hypotheses about the social and political phases that such
states would have to surmount before they too arrived at soeialist
organization.t And even today, almost ninety years later, it is sull
impossible to answer-thls question exhaustively, although one thing
has now_become perfectly clear: in choosing th" ooo"rlitarist roadl
the newly liberated startes are following one of the generar laws
governing their development in the process of their stmggle against
imperialism, the struggle they are waging in alliance with the ro"i*lirt
tyry* for complete national independence, for social progres.

The_concept of noncapitalist development envisagis exactry this
possibility of taking important preparatory steps toward socialism in
oonditions where there are still no sufficient oLjective economic pre-
requisites for its direct implementation. 1[his, however, only emf,ha-
sizes theimportance of th9 question of objective political prerequisites
that would make it lnssible to exert a decisive irfl.r"rr"e olo th"io*r"
of the complicated process of noncapitalist transformations, on the
{t-ainme_nt of the principal tasla set fo*h by history before the newly
independent nations.

Typical for the countries of Africa, and to a certain extent Asia,
is a low (and mostly even very low) embryonic revel of capitalist
development and a heavy burden of feudalized and capitalizei com-
munal hangover.ot Thus the technical-economic and ittendant cul-

t K. Marx anil F. Engels, Collecteil Wodce, Vol. XXXY, p. 29g.i* An incomplete but important list of Asian, African, ;rid i;ti^ Ameri.
-can countries, broken down aocording to their'capitalisi development has
been p-nblished-by the magazine Intemabbnat Afiirs (1964, r.r"f il'p. sl.According to this source, prefeudar rerations conlirue io "*iri i" 

gb 
"oo.-tries^end-territories, feud-al relations in 11, poorly auv"topei-"apitati.min 80, and a mediurn or close-to-medium levil of c;pidlisa eeveroi-ment in17 stateg (Turkey, Brazil, Indla, etc.)
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tural prerequisites necessary for the building of -socialisT T" i"'
suficiJnt oi obviously lacking in this case. Dealing with Russia,

*t i"t was at a fund'amenta$ difierent, medium level of capitalist

development, Lenin pointed to the need of raising the 
-material 

and

culturai standards oi thu coun@ on socialist lines, relying on the

socialist state-political superstructure as a_ prerequisite. But the crea-

U"" "t " poiiU""t supeistructure capable of carrying out socialist

transformations and p""i"g the way to economic construction, is not

ensured merely by ^the t"ir*" of power by revolutionary-forces;

ia;;q,;r* " bro"[ and dependable-social bulwark in the form of

tfr" *o"fdrg class, and of a fo[Ucal vanguard equipped wit[ advanced

scientiffc tiuory. Most of ihe African countries do not have even

these coodiuons, which are also lacking in many Asian states. The

*rifO"g clars oi the Afriean countries is extremely small and has

not yidetached itself fully from the peasant and urban petty bour-

g*iri". It is distinguist ed by weak political organization and an

iod"rd"r"toped clas-.s consciousness. Thi Marxist poli,tical_parties that

have arisen L ro*e of the African countries and are today exerting

a favorable revolutionary infuence have not yet grown into a force

capable of heading a movement of all the people.

certain aspects of scientiffc socialism are increasingly attracting

,"pro"rrt"U"is of rafical nationalism, leaders who not infrequently

n"a i" them a suitable ideological basis for their own political plat'

form. However, the petty-bourgeois, nationalistic background of theso

leaders' own ideas not-infrequently becomes a serious obstaclo to

trr"ir *rrt"ri"g rthe theory Jf scientiffc socialism consistently and

in an all-arorrid *"y. ThL proletariat, and above all the inclustrial

proletariat, here too constitufes the class which, because of the very

irature of its economic position, is best prepare{ for assimilating

scientiffc socialism. Typicil for representatives of democratic middle

sections is a selectivg-eclectic, reit i"ted approach to socialism. Tbis

ir *ny the radical petty-bourgeois stratum is liable to make a socialist

choicl, but no *atter how it is prodded by the revolutionary situa'

tion in the direetion of scientiffc socialism, it cannot in the ffnal

analysis become a suficiently dependable social basis for the estab-

lishment of the power of the working class, for comprehensive socialist

construction, foi the guaranteeing of its vietory'

Role of the SociolistWorl.d

New prospects for embracing socialism oPq"d un 
!-efor^e 

the under-

developid iations with the emergence of the world's ffrst socialist

state, ind later with the appearance of the whole socialist com-
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munity. The assistance given them by the socialist nations tends to
a certain extent to compensate for the absence of intemal obiective
prerequisites for socialism. This road of building socialism in the
form of noncapitalist development has been traversed, for instance, by
the Soviet republics of Central fui4 but they were able to do it
within the framework of the state of proletarian diotatorship, with
the latter's direct and immediate assistance.

The assistance of the socialist nations in the economic, political,
and military domains, in ithe sphere of defending the gains of the
national liberation movement from the encroachments of imperialism,
is the most important and neeessary condition of contemporary
noncapitalist development in several of the countries of Asia and
Africa. H'owever, the situation difiers substantially both in character
and in volume from the relations that took shape between the Russian
Federation and the Central fuian republics, or between the Soviet
Union and the Mongolian Peoples Republic. In the latter case espe-
cially, t-he contacts have been and remain incomparably closer, In
the Soviet republics of Central Asia and in the Mongolian People's
Republic the effected transformations were directed by Marxist parties,
due to which there was unanimity in principle between them and
the center of the proletarian revolutio:r in Russia on all the ques-
tions of political and social development. This cannot be said of
relations between the socialist nations, the international Communist
movement, and the countries, leaders, and ideologists of contemporary
noncapitalist development.

Territorial proximity, traditional contacts, comparative isolation from
the imperialist states, all helped guarantee the steadfast defense of
revolutionary achievements by the world's ftrst socialist state, and
turned it into the main, if not the only, source of all-around assistance
at a time when revolutionary transformations were being efiected in
the Central Asian republics and the Mongolian People's Repubtric
under the direct infuence of, and in the closest possible contact with,
the socialist revolution in Russia. The contact of Af*-Asiro countries
that follow the road of noncapitalist development is not as direct,
as close or as comprehensive in relation to the socialist community.

This is so not only because of geographical &stances, but also
because of the traditional bonds between the developing nations
and their former mother states, because they remain a part of the
world economic system of the capitalist market. The national libera-
tion movement has assumed global scope. The developed socialist
countries are nafurally economically unable to take upon themselves
all the necessary assistance regarding the economic rehabili,tation of

NONCAPITAIIST DEVET.OPMEM IO

dozens of countries that have rid themselves of colonial and semi-

colonial dependence. Economic rehabilitation is, ffrst and {oremost,

the concern of the peoples themselves. The assistance of the Soviet

Union and the exisience of Marxisrt parties once ereated important

political-economic prerequiSites in the Mongolian People's- Republic

and in the central Asian republics for the building of socialism. such

prerequisites-the direct political unity of the liberated nations which

i.*r" -ade a socialist choice with the countries of victorious socialism

in Europe-do not exist in fuia and Africa, and therefore the desire

*" .o*"ti*es ftnd in Marxist literature to identify the present con-

ditions of noncapitalist development in Afro-Asian counbies with
the experience of the MPR and the central Asian republics appears

to be 
-unsound. 

Contemporary national-democratic, noncapitalist de-

velopment is a qualitatively new phenomenon, which without doubt

is relevant to the experience of both the MPR and the central Asian

republics in its tendency to bypass capitalism or reduce its phases,

brit which at the same time adds many new elements of principle
to the general concept of ikipping" capitalism. If the economic,

political, internal and external prerequisites for building socialism are

iacking or are insufficient, the main task of the transitional period

of noncapitalist development is to create the economic, political,
cultural, internal and external conditions that would facilitate the
advance toward socialism that at some very important stage would
allow the working class, in alliance with the working peasantry, to
come to power and thereby achieve a decisive prerequisite for the
socialist reconstruetion of society. Thus, the content of noncapitalist
development at the contemporary stage is mainly to carry out general
democratic, anti-imperialist reforms, which are now the key and

most important task, reforms effected with due account for the socialist
perspective. An important distinction between the noncapitalist road
of development and the earlier experiments of skipping capitalism,
carried out in the USSR, lies in the fact that social changes are being
effected not under the hegemony of the proletariat and under the
guidance of Marxist-Leninist parties, but under the direction of a
radical, anti-imperialist, revoluti,onary-democratic intelligentsia which
is being powerfully influonced by the theory and practice of world
socialism, by the working-class and communis,t movement.

Probl.ems of Economic Deoelopnwnt

The countries that have rid themselves of the colonial yoke have

recently been termed the "developing" nations. In spite of all its
conveniionality, this term is acceptable in one respect: all-around
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ecenomic, political and cul,tural development is the main goal of these

countries, their key task, the trend that unites them all, without
which neither capitalism nor socialism is possible for them, without
which their politically independent national existence is unthinkable.
In dealing *itt tt 

" 
task common to all the liberated nations, the task

of ensuring social and technical-economic progress, i,e., the main

condition of national survival, it is superfuous to absolutize the dis-

tinctions between them and, as sometimes happens, to single out
the progressive political regimes that come out for noncapitalist de-

velopment, and dogmatically contrast &em with all the other young

nations, branded as reactionary. It goes without saying that even in
cases when there are many colnmon traits the urge toward progress

is implemented in difierent ways, with difierent tendencies, and these

"aonot 
be qualiffed as equally efiective and important from the

point of view of prospects for the revolutionary devel,opment of the
peoples of Asia and Africa.- 

Certain representatives of "African socialism" say that the main
point for the African nations at the current stage is to achieve economic
grolvth. This is correct in a certain sense. But it is wrong to suppose

that economic growth is tantamount to socialism, that everything
that contributes to economic growth at the same time leads to
socialism.

If this were hrue, Liberia and the Ivory Coast in Africa, and

Malaysia and the Philippines in fuia, all of which have notably
advanced along the road of capitalist development, could be regarded

as countries that have embarked upon the road of socialism. But
in fact these are nations that have landed deep in neocoloniatst
dependence.
-Socialism is a class and a political concept. A deffnite economic

level constitutes its prerequisite but not its content. The essence of
socialism is to establish the power of the working people, to promote

the triumph of the laboring folk and principle of class iustice through
the socialization of private property in the means of production and

exchange. In the ffnal analysis, genuine socialism is impossible without
revolutionary changes which must inevitably lead, in this or that form,

to a progressive state with power in the hands of the toiling masses

under the guidance of the working class. Otherwise the 'hational
socialism'proclaimed in some developing nations tends most deffnitely
to degenerate into national-bourgeois reformism, camoufaged by
noble illusions about socialism.

The experience of many Afro-Asian countries that have achieved
indqrendence in the postwar period shows that attempts to step
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up economic development, though as a rule they are made under
socialist slogans, are in reality implemented in rtwo ways: the capitalist
or the noncapitalist.

The former envisages capitalist methods of carrying on economic

work combined with modernization and expansion of statism. It is

not always, and not everywhere, that private enterprise is weakened
by the considerable development of the state sector. The state and
private sectors develop side by side for a deffnite period, and the
itate seotor even supports and supplements the latter in cases where
private initiative is insuficient. Under these conditions, t'he exlploiting
sections are formed rapidly and the bourgeoisie takes shape as a
class. They strive increasingly to get hold of the apparatus of economlc
and political domination. A new section of comprador bourgeoisie
emerges and becomes a vehement advocate of the policy of economic
neocolonialism, pro-Western capitalist orientaUon in industrial and
agricultural policy, in the sphere of training personnel, i.e., of a new
section of go-between bourgeoisie in the absence of the old colonial
power. Bureaucratic capital and the "administrative" and "parliamen-
tary" bourgeoisie are formed, and these actively effect capitalist
accumulation and exploit for their enrichment the machinery of the
state, army, police, and state-owned enterprises, banks, foreign trade,
construction, and transport ffrms. Comrption assumes a nationwide
scope. In this way influential and dominating forces appear in society,
counterposed to socialism and constituting an obstacle on the road
toward socialism. The capitalist road leads to the loss of a consider-
able part of the national income, to plundering of natural wealth for
the sake of satisfying the egoistic and parasitic requirements of the
exploiting elements, to a weakening of the possibilities of state control
over the economy, over foreign capital, all of which helps retard
progress. The capitalist road, based on intensiffed exploitation of
urban and rural toilers, produces a rapid class stratiffcation of the
rural population and its pauperization, and makes social and political
upheavals inevitable. If this road is followed for any appreciable
time, genuine social reforms in favor of the people become possible
only if the domination of bourgeois elements is abolished in the course
of sharp class struggle.

Noncapitalist development envisages the achievement of economic
progress by means and methods which not only do not create new
obstacles to socialism, but on the contrary pave the way and create
a favorable atrnosphere for future transition to a socialist reconstruc-
tion of society. In other words, the noncapitalist road envisages the
implementation of the tasls of economic growth, put on the order
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of the day by the present epoch, with due account folthe socialist
perspective. The strategic line of noncapitalist development is to pre-

clude a situation where the raising of a country-s economie and cul-

tural standards could ultimately lead to the strengthening of the eco-

nornic and political positions of the exploiting forces, and could turn
the national bourgeoisie or the national-bourgeois elements into a
dominating class.

It is worth noting once again that at the present time the developing
nations, irrespective of their chosen road, ate united, among other

things by their common condition of backwardness inherited from
the epoch of colonialism by their common tasks of development, and

also by certain common economic methods such as, for ins'tance, the

coexistence of the state and private sectors, as well as very similar
political institutions, traditions, etc. But two fundamentally difierent
tendencies in the implementation of generd democratic reforms appear
more and more consistently on this basis.

In one case they lead to the growth and consolidation of the
national bourgeoisie, to its turning into a monopolistically dominant
class, to the consolidation of its class supremacy. The task is quite
difierent under noncapitalist development. Here the problem is to
draw on all the opportunities of economic growth offered by the
economic potential of the private sector in order to secure the
creation of a political, economic, and social structure that would rule
out the turning of the bourgeoisie into a dominant social force. The
fulffllment of this exceedingly difficult task makes special demands
on tle political organization of the developing.nations, and on the
political line of the leafing circles, since the political superstructure,
and primarily the state, the army, and the ruling par,ty, are the only
instruments in the hands of the revolutionary forces capable of ensuring
their development with a noncapitalist, socialist perspective.

(To be coffiirw,ed.)

HERBERT APTHEKER

The Politics nf History
An important indication of a society in crisis is signiffcant_challenge

to its diminant values and actions by in'tellectuals' -Applyi"g 
this

test to contemporary United States certai"ly *4 conffrm the,depth

rrrd ,"op" of the crisis confronting its ruling class'- From architects

i, ,""frgnas, from lawyers to theologians, from educators to engi-

,r""r, *Jr" or less fundamental criticism of postulates and purposes

is characteristic.-- 
No "r"", 

reflect this reality more sharply than do those of history

and political science; no individual bettei iymboli?es it-than Howard

Zinn of Boston university, whose bools have dealt with u.s. history

in the 1920,s and 1930,s,.with questions o{ political a$iorrr;as in the

South and in the peaee moverient in the 1960 s-and with political

theory as in his Di*obudiunce and' Demouacy (1968)' Zinns most

,"""rrt booko is an apologia for his life; the latter though s'till on the

ily riar of 80, ias -been noble and oonseque,ntial, henoe the

former is imPortant.
The boox-s'importance derives from its basic theme: hitherto his-

tory.-*Jtiog has 
^been 

fundamentally of, by and for the rich 3d the

oo*"rfrl, it therefore has, consciously or otherwise, overwhelmingly

il;Ji; h"[ *ri"t"in a foul status quo. After afirming this-and,

to " d"gru", iemonstratin g it-Znr- goes- on to urge the need for a

transforiration in history-iri i"S. It should be focused, he demands,

;il ,h"-fu and oppresse,t! it _should be fflled with explicidy

,,h*"a ,oiirl 'u"1rr"s; ii shoutd seek to make the past both compre-

hensible to the present and signiffcant in helping_ alter that present

into a more horian future. In-Zinrt's words: the books aim,'is, by

;;;;;;;ent and example, to 
-stimulate 

a higher proportion of

socially"relevant, value-rritivated, action-inducing worp (p' 2);
;,;-;eii,- he writes, has been "drawn over the lives of many Ameri-

;;;4" ,o,-d, of prosperity drown 9ut alt else, and the voices of

the well-ofi dominfi history" (p. 39). Focusing on those hitherto

iJ"or"a in dominant historiogriphy would yield, Zinn says, othe

-aTnu politics o! Histor:y, by Howard Zinn, Boston, 19?0, Beacon Press,

390 pp., $7.'60. 
so
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kind of data so often missed in oficial histories, manuscript collec-
tions of famous personalities, diaries of tte riterate, ,"*ri"p"" 

"ocounts, government documents" (p. 3g).

- ,As Zinn writes, the book seeks rto accomplish this not only by
'en-couragement" but also_ by "example,,; and the examples are gen-
erally ffrst-rate essays such as those on the cororado cJal strike andL"$g* Massacre (1918-1914), LaGuardia in congress in the rg20's,
and the racial crisis in Albany, Georgia in 196r-62. positively deli-
cious_is Zinnt chapter_t_earing apart the psychologizing history pro-
duced by David Donald, on ,the Abolitionists, 

"rrd 
r-"iri, Feuer ontle sfudent radicals. Fine is Zinn's summ arizng paragraph on the

kind of writing produced by those two worthiei:

, Psychological explanations are comforting to those of us whodont want our little worlds upset, becaus"e ,they emph-asle the
irationality_ of the protester rather than the irr"tiorr"iitv-ot ttut
yhich. produces protest. It seems much easie, to, 

"r- 
i'o L"hruuthat Abolitionists were vehement because they were up-ward

s-triving than that they grasped in some small way tn" froi* of
slavery.-It-is easier to 6eli&e that students have"ini""r", ,rrr"-
::t-yd lef ip.at, feetings, a t{er.neqdous attachment io tfr"ii-"irtfrurr,
and a violent hostility to their fathers" rather than that they are
orrtrag-ed aI a society which (speaking precisely) win-not letthem live (p. 105).
Zinn feels that those who suggest the agitator comes into being

!*"T" of a psychological failing on his p"rt igoor" the possibifit|
that-the_agirtator appears because 'there is evil in the iorrd." r
rarould add two considerations: a$tation is evoked basically b"""rr"
of the existence of exploitation aid oppression and is best and most
oonsistently expressed b_y those who 

-bear 
both; and while many

ITl" - 
have emphasqed ,the aflegedry 'tick' quality of radicars, ithink that those who function in a society that is uoth 

"ooopt 
*d

cruel and remain other than radical are more likely to u";ri5r""
On the whole, Zinn's own ra&calism is conffrmed in these pages;

at irts ffnest it evokes passages such as this:'All the events-of'thor"y:Ts in_A]bany, Georgia-the rhetoric of the .New 
FnonUer, not_

withstanding-gave powerful evidence, once more, that the Ameri_
can Government, in its a-ction and in its passivity, was on the side ofpower and privilege and the white ,a"u" 1p. feS;.

f*t

There are, nevertheless, areas of disagreement-some more and
some less serious-and, estimating professor Zinn as trigtrty as-I ao,it is worthwhile making these explicit.
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Zinn's call for history-writing that is relevant to the humanistic

needs of today is well-taken; it is, however, somewhat rigid. He sees

two kinds of historiography; one is passive and contemplative while

the other is engaged ant active; one "uses the past not only as its

starting point birtls its end; the second suits a view of history which

is desi"gned to change the present toward a desired. future" (p. 59).

In history-writing he sees "only the question of which version is true

to which pr"ru.ri prnpose. There is only the meaning- created by the

historian . . ." (p. ns\. tn discussing work devoted to elucidating

the Puritan tradition and its impact upon the United States, Zirur

dismisses as antiquarianism the &ott to uncover, as Richard Schlat-

ter has put it, "tie whole record . . . the story in detail"; Zinn de'

mands: :.Of *hrt use is it to any really important question before

American society today?" (p.306). In sum, Zinn objects to the faot

that: "The classical historian considered his fiscipline as an end in

itself' (p. 312).
True, ^all scientiffc endeavor seeks n'ot only knowledge in an ab-

stractei sense but knowledge in the service of humanity; that is the

source and the purpose of science. Of course Marx emphasized that

contemplati.t " philorophy was deficient, for its true end was not

merely'to obsJrve b"t io transform. But in this admonition there

also was insistence upon the patient and often exhausting search

for reality; and this applies to the past as well as the present. Croce

*", *rorrg when, in expressing his anti-Marxian and idealist view,

he held tf,at all history was the creation of the historian and that,

therefore, all history was contemporary history; Zinn is also wrong

when, perhaps unconsciously paraphrasing Croce, he writes that

history L only the meaning created by the historian. Historians view

the past and seek,to give meaning to it; but the past existed quite as

,""liy ", does the present and while there may be and are many

,rrri*, of that whi6h existed there also is a reali'Ey to that past which

is not dependent upon what this or that historian says did exist.

Certainlly, there is such a thing as antiquarianism-as, for example,

investigating the nature of the buttons on U'S. revolutionary army

uniforms-and signiffcant elucidation-that is, scientiffc work-is
purely coincidental where such efiort is concerned. Really such work

is togograpty, not historiography. But one must be extremely careful

i" ;1i,|g ori ,r"ur of research and I suggest the example Zinn cited
*the nalore of Puritanism-is a poor one; is it not likely that religious

attifudes, sexual attitudes, attitudes towards women, education, chil-
dren were aII infuenced by Puritanism and might not detailed stud-

ies of that phenomenon help elucidate such 'quite important ques-
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tions before American society today''?
In this connection, Zinn's attack upon "tle classical historian" for

considering his discipline as an end in itself also arouses my uneasi-
ness. Firs! of course, while some among such historians affirmed
this posturg none actually produced uniting ,to conffrm it, since
historical writing without generalization, value-iudgment and reflec-
tions of the writert era has never existed. Secondly, the techniques
of the discipline must be learned and are indispensable-as for any
craf't or science-and Znn's emphasis tends to ignore this. Thirdly,
such claims made by classical historians often had their origins in
an effort by them to establish freedom of inquiry the better to
achieve truthfulness; there were unworthy considerations and illu-
sory t-heories, no doubt, in this effort but there were courageous and
scientiffcally consequential aspects and results from the eflort, too,
and Zinn might have shown some awareness of that.

Zinn is, I think, correct in siding with Lynd as against Genovese
when the latter attacked-viciously, as is his characteristic-the for-
rnert history of radicalisrn in the United States for its alleged moral-
isms. The moral factor is of great consequence in history and espe-
cially in radical activity; Lynd's emphasis upon this was well talien,
though his tendency to abstract this factor from its enveloping and
fundamentally shaping socio-economic matrix was a wealness. Zinn,
however, exhibits a kind of moral absolutism which is non-historic
and anti-dialectical and in this sense falls into an error opposite to
that committed by Genovese, but error nonetheless.

- On the very Imotty question of objectivity in history-writing, I
ffnd myself not fully in agreement with Zinn. He writes: 'Ihe closest
we can come to that elusive 'objectivity' is to report acanately all
of the subjectivities in any situation." He ,then illustrates his meaning
with this paragraph:

_ Thus, a history of slavery drawn from the narratives of fugitive
slaves is especially important. It cannot monopolize the hiitori-
ography in any case, because the histories we already have are
those from tho standpoint of the slaveholder ( Ulrich Phillips'
accourt, based on plantation diaries, for instance), or from the
srtandpoint of the cool observer (the liberal historian, chastising
s.lav-ery but without the passion appropriate to a call for action).
A slave-oriented history simply fflls oui the picture in such a way
as to pull us out of lethargy (p. 4t).
I've already entered my objections to Zinn's idea that combined

"subiectivities" make up history-writing. And the above paragraph
illustrartes, I believe, the force of such obiections.
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A *slave,oriented" historiography of slavery does not merely "ffII

out the picture" of that institution; it i.s the picture. That is, if one

wants tdknow what the institution of slavery was he must go to the

slave, to those who endured it; there is the obiectioa pictl]Ire-of that

institution. If one wants to know how slave-Lnld,ers fe1t, let him go

to Phillips; if one wants a fuII account of the struggle against _slavery
he will go ffrst to the slaves and ,then to others who helped make

up that great crusade. But if one wants to know what slavery was,

he must go to the slave; to the degree that the historian fiw,sters

thosa souices (whatever they may be and difficult as their discovery

is) and i.d.entifies udth the slaoes, to that 4"gtT- does fre achieve

objectivity-to that degree he does not simply "ffIl-orrt the_ pichrre"

but rather presents the pioture. That should be able to "pull one

out of his t*hargy" if that is what he is sufiering from; bu[ whether

or not it has this capacity depends greatly, of course, upon who

reads it (and how well it is writtenl).
When Znn comes to deffne radical history-writing, he emphasizes

that it would serve the function of exposing the means through

which an obnoxious status quo has been (and is) maintained' He
writes of this at length but there is a notable minimization of the

dynamics of history *hi"h, I think, should be the mn'in concern of
radi"al history-wriiing. Zinn says, in this connection, for example:
..we can recapture those few moments in the past which _show the

possibility of i better way of life than that which has dominated

the earth thus far" (p. a7).
No; radical historiography must, of course, elucidate the manner

and iechnique and bases of exploitative and oppressive _rule. But,

above all, it must concentrate upon the pfocesses-rrot *moments"

-through which such rule always and everywhere has been chal-

Ienged and from time to time and under differing circumstances,

suc"cessfully challenged. Change is the one constant in history; and

revolution recurs. Why and how and under what circumstances-

that is the central concern of radical historiography and this requires

an analysis not of "moments" but of forces and, above all, of antaga-

nistic classes.

Zinn's emphasis upon "moments" and upol the- pe-rmanency' as

it were, of inti-human social orders is related, I think, to his con-

centration upon so-called liberal ffgures as his main "enemies." He

condemns, too flatly and without the necessary distinctions, such

ftgures as ]efierson, Jackson, Theodore Roosevelt and Wilson* and

-ffi, treatment of Lineoln is seriously defective a1d !!s atbitude

to*"ra.1U" Civil War and Reconstruction is that of Charles Beard; that
is to say, verY rnuch out-dated.
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devotes whole chapters to "Liberalism and Racism" and 'Aggressive
Liberalism." The attacls almost always are fully merited but they
are never fully rounded; and Zinn car spare not a word for reac-
tionaries. The personalities mentioned above centainly were coDS€.
quential and often negative ffgures in U.S. history; but should there
be no consideration of Hamilton and Calhoun; of Ben Tillman and
the two Hoovers? The ultra-Left generally tends to make the Liberal
the great foe and danger, and much of the h,istorical writing that
has been so influential with that ultra-Left (includi,ng that, for ex-
ample, by William A. Williams) has served to inspire such thinking.
With Zinn's concern for contemporary relevance, I know he is trou-
bled by tendencies towards fascism in the United Startes today;
concentration upon attacking liberals and liberalism and ignoring
reactionaries will not help stem the ultra-Right in this country.

In this conneotion, one sometimes gets from Zinn a kind of exag-
gerated writing that-even if used for efiect-defeats its real purpose.
Thus: "What we call the rise of democracy in the world means that
force is replaced by deception (a blunt way of saying 'education')
as the chief method for keeping society as it is" (p. 6). There is
something to this, of course, but there is so much wrong with it-
both as to what it assumes about the past, as well as what it says
about the present and its careless use of the potent word, "we--
that it is quite unworthy of Tinn and certainly will not help gain
allies among the American people in the battle to beat back reaction
and to forge a true democratic society.

Very much unwor,thy of Zinu_ but, alas, characteristic of many
who think of themselves as radical, is his anti-Communism. This is
not, of course, of the Buckley or Schlesinger genre; but it is bad
enough and it serves only those whom Zinn hates and bravely con-
fronts-the rulers of present-day United States.

It appears in his repeated equating of capitalist and socialist states,
in his ignoring of the role and the writings of Communists, in his
caricaturing of what he calls 'Communist propaganda" (thus:
"America is not one mad orgy of lynching and brutality as Com-
mu,nist propaganda rnight have it" (p. 151); and even in overt dis-
torrtions that come as close to being mean and cheap as it is possible,
I suppose, for Howard Zinn. Thus:

The Left still dodges the problem of violent means to achieve
just ends . . . it was so true of the Communists in the United
States that the government, in the Smith Aot trials, had to distort
the facts in order to prove that the Communiss would go as far
as Thomas Jefferson in the use of revolutionary violenoe lp. ZIO).
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In the years of the Smith Act trials, Mr. Zinn was engaged in
graduate studies and was teaching at Upsala and Brooklyn Colleges;

[he stupid and too-mild Communists were otherwise engaged, if
not in courts and iails, then getting their heads broken and their
backs knifed and their eyes put out. And the position of Commu-

nists on the question of violence was made clear by them a million
times and *" do not require lessons in this-either from the U'S'

government or even Professor Zinn. He will, perhaps, ftnd i't possible

io forgive my anger and to re-examine for himself from whence

itsprings. * * a

Despite its lapses and failings, The Politics of History is one of
the most illuminating and thought-provoking books to come from the

happily growing groups of radically-inclined and socially-committed
historians and social scientists that are shaking up their professions

and the country as a whole.
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The Philippines and Neo-[olonialism

The seizure of the Philippines,
after the war with Spain in 1898,
was the first overt step in the
brutal, devastating march of
modern U.S. imperialism-and
with it there developed the strug-
gle against that imperialism. As
the 1898 convention of the
American Federation of Labor
warned:

As a result of the war with Spain
a nsw an'd far-reaching policy, com-
rnonly lmown as t'inrperialism" or
ttexpansionisrnt' is now receiving
the attention of the National Gov-
lernment, and if ratffiecl by the
United States Senate will seriously
burden the wage-workers of our
country, thrust upon us a large
standing army and aristocratic navy,
and seriously threaten the perpetu-
ity of our country. . . .

The conquest of the Philippines
forms an extremely complex and
confusing section in the history
of U.S. imperialism. U.S. histor-
ians have promoted that confu-
sion by labeling its genesis the
Spanish-American War and mak-
ing the U.S. appear to be a chief
aetor in it. The truth is that the
war against Spain had been car-
ried on for decades by the peoples
of the Philippines, Cuba and
Puerto Rico in their struggle for
liberation, and had finally been
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won by these people in 1898. U.S.
imperialism's only role was to be-
tray them in this last stage.

In his latest book,* William
J. Pomeroy, the U.S. Marxist now
living in London, does a great
deal to dispel this confusion and
unravel the complexities of the
conquest of the Philippines by
U.S. imperialism.

In the first place, he makes it
clear that the seizure of the Phil-
ippines was not an "aberration"
from the traditional U.S. foreign
policy, as all too many "liberal"
American historians have sought
to make it appear, but a conscious
act by the national government
in the interest of U.S. capitalism.

Secondly, he untangles the
complexities surrounding the
struggle in the nation attendant
upon the drive of U.S. imperial-
ism into the Philippines. The
grab of these distant islands by
U.S. imperialism did not go unre-
sisted. A mass movement of great
proportions, undoubtedly repre-
senting the majority of the na-
tion's people, opposed the con-
quest of the Philippines. This

ilWilliam J. Pomeroy, American
Neo-Colonialism: Ite Emergence,i,n
tha Philippines anil Asio, Interna-
tional Publishers, New York, 1970,
266 pp. Cloth $7.50, paper $2.86.
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was reflected in the halls of Con-
gress, where both Senators and

Representatives, resPonding to
the pressures of the PeoPle,

sought to block the Passage of
a treaty with SPain that would
cede the PhiliPPines to the U'S'
It was also reflected in the efforts
afterwards to win intlePendence
for the peoPle of those islantls.

But there has always been a

great deal of confusion and mYs-

tification concerning the forces
involved in the struggle, with
many historians dismissing it as

an effort by middle-class "do-
gooders." PomeroY shows the
vast extent of the oPPositiou to
the U.S. seizure of the PhiliP-
pines, particularlY in the oPening
phute, including sections of the
capitalists (monoPolists among

them), inspired bY self-interest,
the midclle class, ancl the working
class. And he reveals how this oP-

position disintegrated, with onlY

the middle class reformers re-
maining firm.

In this connection, this re-
viewer wishes that PomeroY had

discussed the role of the Social-

ists and the reasons for the
American Federation of Labor's
complete turnabout from leader-
ship in the struggle against the
seizure of the PhiliPPines to ac-

quiescence to U.S. imPerialism's
objectives.

After all, in the 1890's the So-

cialists exerted great influence
not only among the rank ancl file
of the AFL but also in its toP

bodies. At the 1898 AFL conven-
tion, a resolution calling for the
enalorsement of socialism bY or-

0l

ganized labor receivetl more than
21 per cent of the votes. Is it not
possible that if the Socialists had

exerted their influence among the
AFL membershiP, the AFL leatl-
ership heatled bY Samuel Gom-
pers would not have been able to

shift organized labor awaY from
opposition?

But the Socialists, who in 1898

had opposed the war with SPain,

by 1900 had become so infected
with "Left" seetarianism that
they dismissed imPerialism as a

basic issue in the Presidential
campaign. As PhiliP Foner Points
out, "neither of the two Socialist
parties which ran candidates, the
Socialist Labor PartY and the So-

cial Democratic Party, emPha-

sized the issue of imPerialism,
stressing that 'the real issue of
the campaign was not imPerial-
ism, it was socialism versus caPi-

talism."' (Hi,storE of the Labor
Moaement in the U.S., Vol. 2' In-
ternational Publishers, New York,
1955, p. 435.)

With no organized resistance,

the AFL leaders were able to
make their Peace with the U'S.
imperialist monopolists in the in-
terest of the labor aristocracY.
Yet the significance and Power of
labor opposition to U.S. imperial-
ism in that first stage was recog-

nized by William Jennings BrYan,
the Democratic candidate in the
1900 Presidential elections. Then
he at least had to tiP his hat to
the unions' Pressure bY declar-
ing: "The resolutions adoPted bY

various labor organizations in
condemnation of militarism and

imperialism justifY me in making
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brief reference to these ques-
tions."

Despite this omission of the
role of the leadership of orga-
nized labor in the drive of U.S.
imperialism, Pomeroy does make
a considerable contribution to our
understanding of the reasons for
the failure of the middle-class re-
formers, through their Anti-Im-
perialist League, to make a suc-
cessful stand against the impe-
rialists. He does this by showing
that middle-class "anti-imperial-
ists" were not really anti-impe-
rialists but were only anti-colo-
nialists. He writes:

Significantly, anti-colonialists, from
rnembers of the Anti-Imperialist
League to domestic sugar and to-
bacco growers, worked hard and
long, not for complete Filipino free-
dom but for the Philippines to come
into the same relationship to the
United States as Cuha.

This was the essence of the po-
sition adopted by the anti-imperial-
ist movement. Although it had hu-
manitarian voices within it, the
hard, practical colonial legislation
that it supported . satisffed,
through compromise, the economie
needs of domestic sectional inter-
ests, the market and investment
needs of overseas expansion, and
the military.strategic needs con-
nected with the latter.

The "anti-imperialists,,' by and
large, were not opposed to the ex-
pansion of overseas markets and
investments it was felt byttanti-imperialists" that overseas ex-
pansion eould be achieved without
the burden of owning colonies. . . .

Yet this reviewer must add a
reservation to this analysis. It

Botmcf,f, AFF.f,nS

seems to me to be wrong to lump
the middle-class reformers with
the other self-interested anti-co-
lonialists, among whom there
were even monopolists. The mid-
dle-class reformers were sincerely
interested in the welfare of the
Filipino people and oppo,sed from
a humanitarian viewpoint the
objectives of U.S. imperialism.
And they did help to keep alive
the struggle against colonialism.
Their problem was put clearly by
Lenin, who, referring to the
members of the Anti-Imperiatist
League as "the last of the Mohic-
ans of bourgeois democracy,,, ex-
plained their failure thus:

But while all this criticism
shrank from recognizing the indis-
solu,ble bond between imperialism
and the trusts, and, therefore, be-
tween imperialism and the very
foundations of capitalsm; while it
shrank from joining up with the
forces engende,red by large-scale
cepitalism and its development-it
remained a t'pious wish.r, (Im,peri,al-
isrn: The Highest Stage of Capttat-
ism, lnfetnational Publishers, Nelr
York, 1939, p. 111.)

This reviewer must also admit
to some doubts about the main
theses of Pomeroy's book. pome-
roy claims that U.S. imperialism
Iearned a lesson from its occupa-
tion of the Philippines as a col-
ony, namely, that it was unprofit-
able to proceed with colonialism
as a policy and therefore con-
sciously turned to',neo-colonial-
ism" to achieve its aims. He
writes:

In the case of the Philippines,
anti-im,perialist views on the ex-
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nense and the overall unprofftability because they ignore the principal
if colonies were clearly $lbstantial feature of modern eapitalism:
in the long run. (P. 221.) monopoly."

Because PomeroY makes "un-
profitability" the decisive element
in the eonscious determination of
U.S. imperialism to turn from
colonialism to what he calls "neo-
colonialism," he slights the rea-
son for that unProfitabilitY-the
vast resistance of the FiliPino
people to the occupation bY U.S.
imperialism aud the tremendoug
changes in national and class re-
lationships that resulted from the
October Revolution and the estab-
lishment of the Soviet Union, in-
cluding the formation of the
Communist International.

Pomeroy claims that U.S. im-
perialism made a voluntarY shift
from colonialism to "neo-colonial-
ism" as the result of having be-
come convinced by its own exPe-
rience with "unprofitability" and
by agreement with the "anti-im-
perialists" that the best waY to
achieve expansion is through non-
colonialism. He writes:

In the exPerience of formulating
colonial policy, however, even the
more ag:gressive imperialist com-
mercial and investment groups that
had favored seizure had reason to
elou,bt the practicality of colonial
possessions. TheY had to contend
with the fact of Congress having
authority over affairs and laws in
colonies. Corporationr and individu-
als desiring to exPloit such areas
found their activities subject to the
pressure and investigation of a va'
riety of domestic influences, reform'
ist and protectionist. Ilowever, Con'
gressional prerogatives were less

when it came to non-colonial areas

And he atlds:

. . It is the general consensus

of American historians and analysts
that in the large view the PhiliP-
pine colony was not a PaYing ven-

ture.

It seems to me that this Prem-
ise for PomeroY's theses is incor-
rect. The question of immediate

"unprofitabilitY" has never de-

terred imPerialism from making
colonial grabs. As Lenin writes:

. In the same waY that the
trusts capitalize their property by
estimating it at two or three times
its value, taking into account its
,,potential" (antl not present) re-
turns, and the further results of
monopoly, so finance capital strives
to seize the largest possible amount
of land of all kinds and in anY
place it can, and bY anY means,

counting on the possiblities of find-
ing raw materials there, and fear-
ing to be left behind in the insen-
sate struggle for the last available
scraps of undivided territory, or for
the repartition of that which has
been already divided. (Imperialism,
pp. 83-84.)

It should be recalled that, as

Lenin pointed out, the adherents
of Kautsky also argued that it
"would be possible" to obtain raw
materials in the open market
without a "costlY and danger-
ous" colonial PolicY. But, as Lenin
wrote: "These arguments are
merely an apology for imPerial-
ism, an attempt to embellish it,
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of inYestment and trade: Opera.
tions of a neo-colonialism were {ar
less apt to come under scrutiny.
(Pp. 224-226).

He even hints that the grantl
ing of "independence" to the
Philippines in 1946 was a con-
scious act by U.S. imperialism to
make possible the suppression of
the national liberation forces
there. He writes:

The post-independence events in
the Philippines following 1946-the
brutal suppression with American
assistance of the Huk national lib-
eration movement and its popular
support, the'wholesale corruption
of Filipino politics, the unbridled
looting of the "independent" econ-
o[Iy, the crimes committed by
American military base personnel,
the moral decay of Philippine soci-
ety arising fnom frustrated devel-
oprnent-would have produced ma-
jor scandals and investigations if
occurring under direct American
rule. (P. 225.)

Pomeroy asserts that "the final
grant of independence in 1946
was an unnecessary period of de-
lay. The issue of an American
colonial policy was settled, and
the continuation of the Philip-
pine colony during that time was
an anachronism in American im-
perialist policy." (P. 218.)

But this is in direct contra-
diction to Pomeroy's own argu-
ment against the claim that the
seizure of the Philippines was a
"temporary aberration" in the
policy of U.S. imperialism. He
himself admits:

. . . The reason why the Philip-
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pines were retained for nearly 50
years despite the relatively early
rejection of traditional colonialism
in theory was the faet of continuing
strength and pressure of the colo-
nialist forces.

These have exhibited upsurges
after each period of rapid accumu-
lation of capital and productive ca-
pacity in the United States occur-
ring at the turn of the century, at
the close of World 'War I, and at
the end of World War II. . . .

All the wars fought by the United
States in this century have been
waged outside the boundaries of
the nation in the interests of over-
seas investments and markets. . . .

The moves made by American im-
perialsm in Asia and the western
Pacifie in the period after World
War II, including the Korean War
and the Vietnam War, have had a
great similarity to the aggressive
expansionism of 1898. (Pp. 225-6.)

The whole record of U.S. impe-
rialism since 1898 has been one
of aggressive expansionism, seek-
ing colonies wherever possible-
and being thwarted by other im-
perialisms-and turning to the
transitional forms which Lenin
Iists in Imperialism only when
forced to do so by the structure
of government in the areas they
sought to exploit, such as the "in-
dependent" countries of Latin
America.

Pomeroy's thesis is contained
in this paragraph:

The present study has concerned
itself mainly with the Philippines
because in th.e policies arising from
American relations with that coun-
try can be seen most clearly the evo-
lution of concepts and trends that
have come to be known today as
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neo-eolonialism. It is felt that there
is no better way of demonstrating
the American neo-colonial thesis
than to show its emergence from
the problem of maintaining a colo-
nial possession. (P. 12.)

According to Pomeroy, "the
neo-colonial model was Cuba,"
which had been wrested from
Spain in the war of 1898. He
contends that U.S. imperialism's
policy of "neo-colonialism" was a
voluntary evolution today reflected
in the neo-colonialism of the world
imperialisms.

But this reviewer feels that
Pomeroy is confused about .the
pre-World War II policy of U.S.
imperialism and the neo-colonial-
ism of today. The circumstances
in various countries forced differ-
ent methocls of expansion in the
pre-World War II period. That
period was characterized, by Lenin
thus:

Since we are speaking of colonial
policy in the period of capitalist
imperialism, it must be observed
that finance capital and its corres-
ponding foreign policy, which re-
duces itself to the struggle of the
Great Powers for the economic and
political division of the world, give
rise to a number of transitional
forms of national dependence. The
division of the world into two main
groups-colony-owning countries on
the one hand and colonies on the
other-is not the only typical fea-
ture of this period; there is also a
variety of forms of dependent coun-
tries which, officially, are politically
independent, but which are, in fact,
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enmeshed in the net of financial and
diplomatic dependence. (Imparial-
ism, p. 85,)

But, in this reviewer's opinion,
neo-colonialism is a unique devel-
opment resulting from World
War II. It is the involuntary re-
sponse of the imperialist powers
to the loss of their colonies and
the winning of independence by
the national liberation forces of
the countries of Africa and Asia,
a situation which did not exist
before World War II, and which
was made possible by the tre-
mendous growth in power of the
socialist sector of the world led
by the Soviet Union and the anti-
imperialist forces as a whole. It
is an effort by the imperialist
powers to regain the resources
and means of exploitation in the
lost colonies. It is a situation in
which the losing imperialist
power in each lost colony now
finds itself in competition with
other imperialist powers. It is a
situation in which the govern-
ments of newly liberated coun-
tries and their people have-de-
spite all interference-the chance
to make a choice. And it is a situ-
ation in which the imperialist
powers find themselves in compe-
tition with the socialist countries
led by the Soviet Union.

This is not the relationship of
U.S. imperialism with the Phil-
ippines, with Cuba or with any
other colonial, semi-colonial or
otherwise dependent country be-
fore World War II, nor does it
coincide with Pomeroy's concept
of "neo-colonialism."
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